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INTRODUCTION

One Foot is the name that Bruce gave to the speedboats he used
to own when he came back to Australia after his stint with the army
in Vietnam, where he lost his right leg. (There is speculation in some
quarters that it might also be a boast about the size of another part of
his anatomy, but this is so far unconfirmed).
Bruce’s story falls easily into three parts: his family background and
his boyhood growing up in Gosford; his ordeal in Vietnam; and his
life after he returned from Vietnam minus one leg. However, because
of the dramatic nature of his time in Vietnam and the far-reaching
influences on the rest of his life that his amputation caused, it is easy
to lose sight of the fact that Bruce’s Vietnam experiences, (and his
consequent rehabilitation), took up only a small proportion of his life-and it was a life that Bruce was able to make productive and creative
despite his disability. For as well as being a Vietnam Vet and a Tunnel
Rat, we should remember that Bruce is also a husband, father, and
grandfather, who has carved out an interesting and satisfying life for
himself and his family despite the severe limitations that his wartime
wounds imposed on the options available to him.
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The account in Part One of his life growing up in Gosford contains
vivid ethnographic detail about the way things were in that town and
its environs, as well as the beach, drinking and surf culture that it
shared with most of coastal Australia during the 1950s and 1960s.
During his adolescence Bruce undertook various training courses
and apprenticeships in his thirst for knowledge and skills acquisition,
and ironically it was his achievements in this regard that was mainly
responsible for him being allocated to one of the most dangerous
jobs that a serviceman can do -- a Tunnel Rat, and the profound
consequences that went with the job in Bruce’s case.
There are few photos in Part Two to accompany Bruce’s time in
Vietnam. As he put it: “I went to a war, not on a holiday”. He was too
busy with more pressing matters to have the luxury of documenting
what happened to him while he was there. I would like to express
my appreciation to Jim Marett, the self-styled “grand poo-bah” of the
Tunnel Rats’ magazine Holdfast, fo allowing me to use material from
that magazine to remedy the paucity of visual matter in Part Two.
Part Three chronicles how Bruce forged a domestic and family life
with only one leg. Prosthetic limbs were not technically well-developed
when he returned from Vietnam, and consequently Bruce had to rely
on crutches for much of his working life. However, this didn’t stop him
building many houses and engaging in many other physical activities,
both occupational and leisure-related, and the resulting life that he
carved out for himself remains a testament to his skills, knowledge and
creativity in the face of considerable adversity.
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Family background
and growing up
My Grandfather Perce Fenwick was born at Black Hill – just before
you get off the freeway on your left. It was across the freeway from
Minmi. You get to the BP and turn right to get onto the freeway, near
Tarro. You look back and see all the plains and lowlands back towards
Newcastle, and you could see back towards Edgeworth as well. My
family used to own all of that. I’ve got relations still buried in the Tarro
cemetery. There are only two headstones left today.
The family goes back quite a long way. My father’s name was Henry,
I’m Bruce, and my brother’s Robert, and then there’s Alexander. I was
going through this huge concertina-folded list of family genealogy
some time ago and there are Henrys, and Bruces, and Roberts and
Alexanders all over the place. The Bruce came from the original
Robert the Bruce, and one of my great-grandfather’s sisters married
Cromwell’s brother. Some of them go back to 1700. It’s a massive big
lineage that I come from.
See, Pop Fenwick was an old bushie brickie. He could lay bricks
with his eyes closed. As a young lad Dad would go out on Saturday
morning with him and lay up a laundry, copper and chimney for ten
shillings and sixpence.. This was before I was born.
I was born in August 1948 at the Mater in Newcastle. For a while there
we lived in Raymond Terrace and Dad worked in grocery stores, and
we had a fruit shop in Lindsay Street, Hamilton. We were only very
young kids at the time. I can remember coming to Hill Street in Gosford
when I was about 5 or 6. At that time we used to travel backwards and
forwards from Chichester to see my grandfather’s friends. He had a
brother called Uncle Ern who lived somewhere in the bloody bush, and
that’s where I learned to break horses. I was breaking horses when I
was 8 or 9. We didn’t get ‘em on a rope and bust ‘em, we did it the old
way. One of my uncles was a blacksmith at Stewart & Lloyds, and he
taught me a lot about steel, and shoeing, and blacksmithing and god
knows what else.
It sounds like it was the idyllic life, but when I was very much younger,
what with the horses and going up to the farm and the properties, I
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A family photo from a 21st birthday party in 1955
used to get a bit bored. It was a two hour drive each way to go and
see my grandfather’s friends, and I’d get very bored just looking out of
the window of the car… We’d get up there and I’d be wondering where
the bloody hell I was, you know. They lived in a house that couldn’t
decide if it was a house or a shack. There were no glass windows,
only shutters, and one door front and back. Then there was a large
verandah on three sides with a roof over it. I was a city kid, and I didn’t
like it all that much. There was a bucket for a shower, and the toilet
was “anywhere out the back” or else in a tin can sat over a hole behind
a sheet of iron. But they had a massive open fire. Uncle Tommy would
drag a huge bloody log down with chains, take the horse round the
house, pull the chain through, then the log, then roll her on the fire.
It was a very big fireplace, with a big pot hanging in it, for your hot
water or whatever you wanted. There was no electricity of course, just
kerosene lanterns, and most people slept on the verandah. They didn’t
care. The kids never wore shoes. But when you went up there to visit,
you weren’t treated as a little kid anymore. You had to learn and watch
out. You had to learn respect, and you didn’t get in their way. When
this was all happening I would have been between 8 and 12 years old.
They taught me about horses and cattle. I wasn’t horse mad, but
I watched them and studied it and learnt it. (The knowledge was
useful, because years later we had a farm at Ourimbah and it had
fourteen horses on it. As well, we had four acres at Matcham – we had
thoroughbreds and pintos and racehorses and Christ knows what else
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there as well. But I’m getting ahead of myself here because this was
after I’d met Rhonda, when I was about 26, I suppose. After I’d come
back from Vietnam).
My life growing up was just like any other normal kid. I played football
for Gosford, I built boats and made canoes, I went in the creek with
mattresses – we’d go to the garbage tip and get mattresses, put ‘em in
the creek and sail them up the creek behind the Gosford Golf Course,
then sink ‘em and come home, you know.
When I was quite little, around three, I suppose, a baker’s cart drawn
by horses rolled over onto me in the street. As a result I was just like
a Maltese cross for a month in hospital, almost entirely covered in
plaster. I just got crushed, but I don’t remember much about it.
When I was a kid around 6 or 7, every year we’d travel to up near
the Queensland border. Dad had an Austin ute, and then a Vanguard
Spacemaster -- you remember the ones with the rounded backs on
them? In the ’55 – ‘56 Redex Trial around Australia, Malcolm Brookes
won it with one. He was the Gosford Massey Ferguson dealer and he
lived at Hill St in Gosford. We had a 6x4 box trailer. Uncle Ed made the
roll-plug frame to go over it with the lock-in handles, and we made a
canvas top to go on the top of that. It had front and back tailgates that
dropped down on chains, which meant you could leave the back of the
car up, and that gave us two beds and Mum and Dad had the seats in
the back of the car.

The Austin ute
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Camping at Currumbin and Burleigh Heads
We went to Currumbin every year. We were right on the beach, with a
tent, and we’d have a week or ten days at Currumbin. That was Dad’s
idea of a holiday, and we enjoyed it. We’d go up there and we’d pull
over onto the side of the road to make a cup of tea, and I can clearly
remember going to lovely old pubs just off the road. We had to go in
the beer garden, of course, as women and kids weren’t allowed to go
into the main bar. We used to drink ‘fire engines’ and have a packet of
chips. Fire engines were lemonade, red cordial and a bit of soda water.

Dad working for McIlwraths
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Dad’s Vanguard Spacemaster – his car after the Austin ute.
I went to school initially at the old School of Arts at Gosford. It was on
the opposite corner to where the old Police Station used to be near the
Council Building. There’s a very steep street called Georgiana Terrace,
and we’d have to walk up lots of steps. (Henry Parry Drive wasn’t yet
coming across the mountain in those days). Anyway, kindergarten was
up there in the old School of Arts. I went there till the end of what was
then Year 6. I’d come down opposite Creighton’s Funeral Parlour. After
the School of Arts, I went to what was called the Annexe, which was
an extension of the Gosford High School, and for Year 7, 8, 9 and 10 I
went to the main Gosford High School as it is today.

Holidays at Raymond Terrace
So my life was pretty good when I was young. I was a bit more in
clover compared to average because, while we weren’t filthy rich, we
weren’t exactly poor, either. In my younger days when I was about
5,6,7 years old, we’d go to Raymond Terrace about every second
weekend. Sometimes we went up to Eraring via Dora Creek, where
my father’s sister was Headmistress of Eraring School -- she taught
there for years. To get to them we had to turn off at Doyalson in the
old Vanguard, and it was a dirt road for the next hour. We’d come all
down through Cooranbong, over the Avondale rickety bridge, and
13

out to Eraring. Coming back sometimes he’d have to cross over
and go up the back way through Cessnock and Raymond Terrace
and Kurri. Dad’s family lived in Kurri, and Mum’s family came from
Raymond Terrace. We used to do that nearly every second weekend.
Dad would come home from work about ten past twelve, and by half
past twelve we were on the road. You’d get up there and Nan would
have afternoon tea waiting for us – all these home-cooked cakes and
Christ knows what. She lived right on the river at Raymond Terrace.
Sometimes we’d stay with her. Sometimes in the school holidays
they’d drop us kids off there one weekend, and come up and take us
back sometime in the next few days.
But Old Bill – my granddad – he was a bastard, a one-legged
miserable bastard, and cranky with it. They had pinball machines
in the local café, and I’d go up there with my brother with two bob
or four bob, and we’d be there for three or four hours playing on
the machines. Then we’d go and take one of the two punts across
the river. The river and the punts up there at Raymond Terrace was
where I used to play all the time. It was a life that would have made
Huckleberry Finn happy.
Old Grandfather Bill had a big old black car… it looked like a gangster
car, but we never saw him drive it. He had a wooden leg, and as kids
we never knew he had one for years! He was a tailor, and he’d sit
there and stick pins into his knee. But he never told us. He’d sit there
listening to the radio every night in the corner, in his big armchair –
listening to shows like Greenbottle, Beagle Boy, Dad and Dave and
Yes What. If we kids made any noise he’d make us be quiet, and
we’d go and read comics in the front room or something. Some years
later they managed to get a black and white TV, but the reception at
Raymond Terrace was nothing – we just had plenty of snow on the
screen. Nan got some sort of bluish-looking paper and hung it over
the screen, because she thought it made the screen look better. The
reception was bad, and you couldn’t see the picture, but at least they
owned a TV!

Other childhood activities
I’d have to say that it was a pretty relaxed life. We’d go camping –
we used to stay a fair bit at Avoca Beach Caravan Park. One of our
neighbours, Phil Gregory, owned the local nightcarting service, and
he bought the caravan park at Avoca from the Council. I asked Dad
14

Local newspaper
account of an
Adventure that Bruce
had on one holiday
in Raymond Terrace.
Bruce had walked
backwards out of the
river, retracing his
footsteps going in.

why he’d bought all the way out there at the back of nowhere, but
unbeknownst to me Rhonda’s Mum and Dad were already there
running the shop, and their auntie and uncle bought the caravan park
after Phil Gregory, I think. It was a beautiful place then, and it still is,
but now every man and his dog’s there. And in those days you could
leave your keys in the car and go swimming on the beach. So most
of my childhood was visiting, surfing – and, of course, getting up to a
15

few things that perhaps I shouldn’t have. Like, we might go for a ride
in next door’s paddock on his horse, or knock off a few bits of timber
or sheets of iron to make billy carts and canoes, or blow up someone’s
mail box on cracker night.
Mark Edmonds, the tennis player, used to live in our street and his
father, a builder, had a vacant block just opposite us. He stored
building material on it, and we used to go across and pinch his planks
and make tree houses out of them. We did one or two things that we
shouldn’t have done, I suppose, but nothing vicious. I never shoplifted,
or anything like that. I was always honest. If you found a purse you’d
hand it in, and we had a lot of respect for elderly people. We wouldn’t
abuse them or anything, we’d go around them.
To get into town we’d pass about thirty houses down Mann Street, and
Mum knew everybody. If she thought I was a bit late, and she was a bit
worried, she’d phone one of the houses nearer the movies and they’d
give her a bulletin as to where I was up to coming home.
The local police sergeant in town used to drink and play bowls with
Dad. He gave me my licence. We pulled up at the cop shop in the old
Vanguard. I jumped into the driver’s seat, Dad and the sergeant stood
on the side of the road and I was told to drive around the block. The
sergeant said to me: “Ha! You’re back in one piece. Come with me to
the office”. And he made out my licence and gave it to me.
Of course I’d learned to drive much earlier. I remember one night, I’d
been asleep and I woke up, and I lay there for a while and realized
that I was bored. We had a garage beside the house that had a little
ramp going down, and dad used to leave the keys in the car. So down
I went, got the car out of the garage, and went for a drive to Terrigal!
I was about 14. The old man never knew about that, but he used
to catch us out with the television. We had a long driveway, and as
you came up to the house the headlights used to shine on the side
windows along the driveway, and we knew they were coming home.
So we’d race in and turn the television off. Dad would come in and
accuse us of watching the television. We’d deny it, but then he’d put
his hand down the back of the television and feel that it was still hot.
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Ready for footy at 66 Hill St Gosford Aged 6

Family businesses in Gosford
All of Gosford knew all of Gosford, all of Terrigal knew all of Terrigal
and all of Erina knew all of Erina. Everybody within 60 miles of Gosford
knew Eather’s Corner. It was a very big fashion house, and it was
owned by my Uncle Curly and his wife, who was Dad’s sister. If you
had a quid in your pocket you’d go to Eather’s to buy your dresses.
If you didn’t have much money you’d go to Dad’s fabric store about
ten or twelve doors up the road to buy the fabric to make it yourself.
He’d make up DIY parcels. He’d bring out this square of brown paper
then on would go a reel of Sylko, then a zipper, then if you didn’t have
any, he’d add a packet of needles. If you wanted a belt, he’d cut a
thin bit off the material and put it in. Then he’d add material to cover
it, a buckle and eyelets, and then finally the pattern on top. The old
Simplicity patterns. He’d wrap it all up and it would come to about one
pound nine and sixpence or something. To buy the dress readymade it
would have been about three or four quid.
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The silhouette in
this Eather’s ad
was very widely
recognized
up and down the
coast.

The corner store had a staff of about 15 or 20. They were all aunties to
my brother and myself, so every birthday you’d go down to the corner
store. One auntie used to keep the till, and all the girls would come up
with a present each. I used to go to all the Christmas parties with my
brother, and we used to go to the cracker night which was supposed
to be for staff only. They were very strict in those days – staff were not
allowed to bring partners -- but we kids were allowed because we were
spoilt rotten. Dad and Uncle Curly had a vacant block of ground at
Point Frederick on the water and built a huge bonfire on it every year.
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Using a store model with a roll of
material at the back, my Dad could
make a dress up out of flat material
around this model and you’d swear
it was a pleated skirt. Then he’d
do a blouse the same and put a
belt around it. He taught me all the
skills needed for that sort of stuff.
He showed me lots of other stuff
too, like how to disarm bullets – pull
the heads out of bullets and things
like that, ‘cos in those days it wasn’t
unusual to go bush for a couple
of weeks hunting. He always had
guns around, and he showed me
how to put a bullet in a vice and pull
the head out of it. We were never
allowed to touch the guns, and we
didn’t want to. But his life was his
garden and his bowls and his work.
When he got the farm later on it was
just work, work, work all the time for
him, myself and Rhonda (this was
after I got back from Vietnam).
Curly Eather

So we had a good life. When I got my

licence I had a blue Holden ute, and I was shunting all these dresses
around for Dad for all these concerts that he used to get involved with.
Mum used to do a lot of modeling for him, because she was a bigger
size. Back then there was no Skinny Minny or Big Heavy, but Mum
was size 14 I suppose, and they were selling big clothes – and good
clothes, you know. When I was only 12 I went with dad to the Central
Coast Leagues Club and helped him put 2,700 quid’s worth of curtains
along one big wall. Full drop curtains. I asked Dad why he was putting
up these curtains in a Leagues Club, and he showed me the figures so
I could see just how much the job was worth. We had a seamstress up
at Somersby, Irene Gospher, and she was attached to the Somersby
schools. We went all up around Somersby and Peats Ridge doing
mannequin parades and fashion shows.
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Inside dad’s fabric store
All our tailoring and curtains were made up – it was a big thing to have
your curtains made for you in those days. Then they discovered the
pelmets over the top. I’ve still got Dad’s four foot aluminium stepladder
out in the shed that he used to use. Quite often the curtains were
double-drops – a sort of daytime/nighttime thing on two tracks with a
big wooden pelmet over the top with a cap on them.
They used to measure the lengths of fabric on this little machine that
you’d pull it through. They had a code in the shop, like Y11/Z, and
that would mean that it was one and elevenpence ha’penny a yard.
Dad had worked out this code for the prices of all these fabrics. I was
with him a few times when he was interviewing young girls straight
out of school for a job in the store. He’d give them a maths question
like: a pattern for a skirt takes one and seven-eighths of a yard, and
the material costs one and sixpence ha’penny a yard. Then he’d say:
“How much? Quick!”
Yes, Dad was well and truly in the haberdashery business, and his
nickname at the bowling club was Sylko. That was the one word on his
name badge. We used to drink with the family that owned Margins soft
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drinks. I knew all the Margins – the bloke, and his family, and the girls
who grew up and had cake shops. I knew every cake shop in town. I’d
walk into a cake shop and pick out a few cakes and tell them that I’d
fix ‘em up later. When I got home Mum would give me the money to
go straight back and pay them for what I’d got, or send one of the staff
girls the next day.
My school clothes were made to measure, by Littles and Waterman
Menswear. You could buy the suits, but I had Glo-Weave drip dry
shirts. As well as the seamstress I mentioned we also had a tailoress.
So for all my suits and clothes I’d just go and order what I wanted.
And board shorts! I had board shorts coming out of my arse! I’d have
knickerbockers that came down to your knees, with all flowery prints.

Dad at Ourimbah
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Death of Leading Bowler

Dad’s obituary
I was a bit of a natty dresser, perhaps because of
the family business connections with clothing and
materials. When the Beatles first came out to Australia
I can remember going to the Regal Theatre. I walked
down from Hill Street in my pointy-toed shoes, a light
grey suit all made up with black bias binding around it
with no neck on it, and pinstripe on the lapels. I was the first to have an
outfit like that.
As younger kids we used to go to the beach a fair bit – all in matching
shirts -- myself, my brother and my two cousins. Because we had the
materials, and the seamstress, and because it was for Mum’s sister,
what we got made for us, they got made for them as well, and that’s
why we were in matching clothes so often. They didn’t have a car and
used to come down by train and we’d pick them up at Gosford and
they’d come to the beach with us. Back in those days they used to
come on the Newcastle Flyer. We’d go down and meet them on Friday
afternoon at the railway station and bring them up to the house. That
night or the next day they’d go to the bowling club.
My uncle Eddie Bailey never got a car licence. He rode a pushbike
everywhere. Being a blacksmith at BHP he made a little dickey seat at
the back for one of his boys, then he put another little seat on the front,
with little push-pedals. That was how he got to work, and they never
had a car in the family until one of the boys grew up and got a licence..
When I left school I surfed a lot and generally shagged around. Prior
to leaving school I used to work Friday nights and Saturday mornings
at Woolworths as a counter boy. I think I got something like ten and
six for the eight hours I worked. I thought that was a lot of money in
those days. They were very strict. They had a floorwalker who used
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to supervise me all the time. After a while I got sick of working on
Saturdays, so Dad used his Chamber of Commerce contacts and
talked to the father of one of my mates and he got me a job at the
Piles Creek Quarry, digging out those bloody big blocks. I was the
monkey on the machine with the water. They had like a piston sort of
thing going up and down, and it used to go along and back, along and
back, pounding all these little holes. My job was to keep the water up
to it. It was like a blunt drill. They’d cut them two different ways and
break out the big blocks. That was Gosford sandstone, and my aunty
was married to one of the blokes who owned it.
It was all one big happy mob, really. And Dad had businesses. As I
said, he owned the big fabric store, and my auntie and uncle owned
the big corner store on Eather’s corner, which was opposite the
Gosford pub – that whole corner was Uncle Curly’s shop, and they
lived above it in a little flat. Since then those premises have been
everything from flats, to a brothel, to a massage parlour, to whatever.
We used to walk down the back of the shop and go down the laneway
which is now the back access to the Baker Street Car Park. I used to
play there as a kid – it was only a laneway then. There was a printer’s
nearby, and we used to go there to rifle through all the old blocks,

Outside 66 Hill St, Gosford. Peter, John, Robert and Bruce
stereos and typemetal that were in their rubbish. We were only kids,
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and when I first saw it I thought it was great. I used to bring a lot of it
home, and Dad would tell me to throw it all out. But we thought it was
treasure.
From there, we’d duck into the open drain to walk right down to
Broadwaters. In those days the Leagues Club wasn’t even there. It
was all swamp. My mate’s father had a panel-beating shop near there
which has now moved further up the street to Showground Rd and
they were the foundry workers, and the blacksmiths Eaton & Young
had their shops there (they’re now in Manns Rd North Gosford).
Where I went to school is now a football field. It was called Grahame
Park then, not Bluetongue Stadium or whatever it is now. I played
all my football for Gosford. It was Rugby League. My team called
themselves the Gosford Townies. I played my way through the junior
grades, and then did 3rd, 2nd and first grade.

Robert (6) and Bruce (4) starting football
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Around 1948-1950 a lot of migrants came out to Newcastle. Peggy
and Johnny were German, and Mark their friend was Ukrainian.
Everywhere that Uncle Ed went, they went with him, like one big happy
family, and in the end they’d be with him all the time, and they became
part of my family, really. Because of my long red hair they used to call
me the Blue Boy. Whatever I did, as far as they were concerned, was
the right thing to do.
They were all good social drinkers. They used to drink the black stuff
out of Newcastle. When they came to visit us, on the way down they’d
stop at Swansea, Belmont, Caves Beach, and the last watering hole
was down here at Doyalson. That was the last spot that sold the black
beer on tap. By this time they’re getting near home, and they are quite
happy. They’ve had a good trip down, and then Dad would haul them
off to the bowling club. There was no black at the bowling club – they
sold Reschs and Tooheys – but they could drink it because they’d had
a skinful of black beer on the way down, and then on the way home
they’d wash it all out.

Adolescence
Our time was taken up, apart from work, with football and surfing and
dancing. We used to go out to the beach – we had a mate who had
a house out at Terrigal. We used to leave our boards at his place and
we’d catch the bus out to Terrigal, go surfing, then come home. I was
a keen surfer, but I was no expert. In those days we used to ride 8’6”
Malibus. One of our mates was a bit older than us, and he was the
first to get a car -- a Mini Minor. We’d all pile in with five boards on top
held on by two occy straps. We ranged all up and down the whole east
coast. Come the weekend, and I was gone! See you Sunday night,
sort of thing. We used to sleep anywhere – on the beach, in the car, on
the floor – anywhere, it didn’t matter. And if you went out that night and
found a “friend”, then that was good, too – you’d get an actual bed that
night.
The dances were popular. They used to call ‘em Stomps ‘cos they
were always held at Surf Clubs. The likes of Billy Thorpe and the
Aztecs used to play at them, and at once stage there I got quite
friendly with Little Pattie and her crew – and boy!, she was a good
sport!
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Sometimes we even used to go in the water. (Note the size of the
board)
One of the families had an old army 20x20 tent, and at Christmas time
they’d take it out to Sun Valley Caravan Park, which was at Shelley
Beach – right on the end of the golf course. The caravan park is still
there today. The parents would bring a fridge out and god knows what.
Before the fridge they used to have a wooden ice chest. Every day or
two a parent would come out to see how we were going for supplies,
and they’d give us a bit of money if we needed it. They used to do the
visits in shifts, to save having to drive out every day. We’d be there
for two or three weeks at a time sometimes. I was a teenager then – I
was sixteen, but I couldn’t drive, and people used to hitch a lot. But
everyone knew everybody, and there wasn’t the violence that there is
these days. Everyone was very co-operative and helpful.

My career in music
Aside from playing football, I was in the brass band. I played the
trumpet, which is not an easy instrument to play. I was in the Gosford
Brass Band and it was one of the best brass bands within a hundred
miles of here. They had a C Grade band – mainly us kids – and
we went to Lismore for the Australian band championships. In the
championship you played one march and one hymn. They don’t know
who you are – you just put your name down and then go behind a big
screen to play your pieces. You got marked on coming in, sitting down,
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stopping, starting, and no noise. Then they judged you on your actual
musical performance.
So we went into C Grade. We went well, and we were asked if we
wanted to have a crack at B Grade. After we’d played our pieces in B
Grade they came back to us and told that we weren’t too bad, and they
urged us to have a shot at the A Grade. So we did, and we ended up
winning all of them – A, B and C grade.
Every Saturday and Sunday, or a fete day, or if there was a dance
on round here near the park, the band would be playing there. We
did anything up to 30 Anzac Days. We’d play the Last Post at all the
Cenotaphs, and we trumpet players would be on the run nearly all
day. You’d start at dawn and get two dawn services in if you were
lucky, maybe three club services, and you’d finish up about one in the
afternoon.
There were quite a few brass bands in the area in those days. Long
Jetty was one of our main contenders, and there was Gosford and
Woy Woy. Then amongst all this you had lots of Scottish pipe bands
as well. For every brass band there were probably two scottish pipe
bands.
At one stage there were big headlines in the Central Coast Express
saying that the Redcoats were coming. That was us. We had big bright
red coats with a white belt, and a red, white and blue solid peak cap,
then dark blue pants with a red stripe down them. We looked jazzy,
and we were good. The uniforms were supplied. If you weren’t going
to a function, every second Saturday morning half the band would get
together and stand outside various shops and play a couple of tunes,
and then they’d get the donation boxes out and raise money for the
band. Mum and Dad were in business, and Mum would take round
the bloody box, and often bring it back full. There were no grants or
anything in those days – you had to raise the money yourselves. It was
up to the families to get the kids to where they needed to go because
there were no public transport buses and we couldn’t afford to hire a
bus to take everyone. Once or twice, with band contests, we still had
to rely on private transport, even if the contest was as far away as
Lismore. And you had to find your own accommodation when you got
there.
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In the years that I was playing the trumpet the band hall was at the
back of Graham Park. The club was down nearer the park then, near
the football field. While you were playing bowls you could also watch
the football. Dad used to love it. But he never saw me play football.
He’d never been to a school fair or a book sale or anything like that.
He was always either working or at bowls. Mum and Auntie Hazel
would come, though.
During my time with the band I cleaned up three years in a row the
Australian Junior Champion soloist on the trumpet. I’ve still got the
trumpet down in the shed. It’s a British one, pure silver, and it’s
completely engraved all over.

Teenage pastimes
I stopped playing the trumpet when I was fourteen, after knocking
some teeth out. Football and surfing were our focus, we were growing
up, and a different life was taking over.
I was a pretty busy teenager. I reckon I fitted two lifetimes into one
before I got to twenty. We’d fly down the main streets in our billy carts,
for instance. Hill Street was our street, and we took advantage of the
hill with our billy carts. We’d make our own, of course. We’d go to the
garbage tip which was over in West Gosford where Grawill Motors
is now. We’d cut through the golf course and come out near the
race track and go straight across to the tip. There’d be prams there,
you know, and we’d pull the wheels and the axles off and take them
home and build a billy cart. Put a soap box on it, and a bit of rope to
steer, and away we’d go. If your mother was lucky she’d have a bit of
clothesline left!
In summertime we’d get sheets of corrugated iron, if we could find
some, and make primitive canoes. When we had ‘em shaped, we’d
wait for a really hot day, and use the melted tar from the road to
waterproof the ends.
We had a bus at the door, and we’d go by bus to school, but later on
we were allowed to ride our bikes. Every morning I used to ride from
North Gosford to Gosford itself, and my auntie had a flat above the
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shops that I used to pass. On day one I’d stop off there and practice
the trumpet, and the next day it would be my brother practicing piano.
Sometimes when we’d stop off there on the way to school we’d
have an impromptu jam session. I’d be on trumpet and my auntie on
piano, and Dad would come in on his way to work and we’d all have a
singsong and then get on our bikes and ride on up to school.
I learnt ticket writing from my uncle. He had seven window fronts on
his shop, going around the whole corner, and they all had displays
in them. He had a shed out the back of the shop where he used to
make all the mechanical displays for his Christmas shows, and for
three years in a row he won the window-dressing competition. He beat
Anthony Horden’s in Sydney and a lot of others as well. The trouble
was, he was an ex-fighter and a drunk. He was a bad drunk – he’d
disappear for two days. He played golf, and Dad played bowls. Dad’s
life was the Bowling Club and my uncle’s life was the Golf Club. That
left Mum and my auntie to do all the shop buying – going to Sydney by
train to the big warehouses where they’d buy the stock in.
I was also educated in bookwork. I could handle a thirteen line ledger
when I was only a little kid. My auntie insisted that I learn all that stuff.
School was reasonably hard, mainly because I just wasn’t interested in
it. I was bored. You know, I got the basic passes, but that was all that I
wanted to do. I wasn’t a swot. Despite this I loved going to school, and
I loved the sport, and I had some nice teachers – though I got the cane
more times than I can bloody think of. It was a mixed school, which
was pretty good.

Apprenticeships
After I’d finished school I got an apprenticeship. I was still under 17
and didn’t yet have my driving licence. My Dad went to see a bloke
out Matcham way and when he came back he decided that I should
go out with him and have a talk with this builder. I sat outside in
the car for half an hour while Dad went in and interviewed the guy!
When he came out he sent me in to talk to him. He was looking for
an apprentice, and I spent about a year and a half working for him,
building houses, but he couldn’t seem to get around to actually signing
me up to an apprenticeship. In the end I started looking elsewhere.
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The next job that I got was doing subcontract work for Rysdyks in
Gosford. He was a bloke who was going places. He had machinery
and all sorts of bits and pieces. He started in Woy Woy -- on a
pushbike. He used to ride his pushbike with timber on his shoulder to
go and build his buildings. He had a building company and a joinery
works which was called NSW Timber Industries. The floor on one
side of his big shed was concrete, with all the machinery and stuff on
it, and the other side was bare earth with timber racks. In those days
you’d buy your timber in bulk – like all your boarding and stuff. And he
made all his own windows. I used to make them for him from scratch
when I was a kid. I glazed them and all. And he did kitchen windows
as well. He was his own supplier to his own building company. So I
was apprenticed to him, and I started going to TAFE. Half way through
my time with him he decided to build boats, and he hired a registered
boat builder whose name was Brian Deamer. He’s still down at Brady’s
Gully as far as I know.
We were building 60ft trimarans, so I was going from one side of
the shed to the other learning both trades at once. He signed off on
boatbuilding for me, and I started going to TAFE doing carpentry and
joinery. See, building a boat from scratch is a real education. These
things I was building were built on massive big strongbacks – 4x4
hardwood, and they were all planked, and all one-eighth triple skinned.
The ribs were quite thin. I learned to set it out from a half-scale – you
only do half the boat, then you reverse that for the other side. That way
you get it perfect. The gaps and the distances … you had to set them
out – where each bulkhead was, lay the keel – the real old hard way,
you know. We used to have to use the old auger with a broomhandle
to put some of the holes in.
Then Rysdyk moved from where he was there at West Gosford
to somewhere over the river, roughly opposite where the RSL
Club is now at West Gosford. It was there that we started learning
fibreglassing. So we built them, cleaned them, and fibreglassed them.
Then we did our own rigging. After about a year at TAFE my father
wrote to the Department of Labour and Industry and asked them why I
couldn’t do my Clerk of Works at night time at the same time. You had
to do your apprenticeship first, and then you’d come back at night time
and do your Clerk of Works. He talked them into letting me do them
both at the same time. I tell you what, it kept me pretty busy.
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Now while all this was going on, I was taking the boss’ daughter out at
the same time, (but more about that later).

My sailing career
The boss and I seemed to get on all right, and every time he wanted
to go out sailing he’d ring the factory and ask for me. I’d be told to go
down to his office a few ks down the road. He’d give me his set of keys
and tell me to get the boat in to the wharf, and that he’d meet me there
in half an hour. I’d have to go down, get a dinghy out, row out to the
mooring and bring the boat in to the wharf for him. We’d go out sailing
for three or four hours, then come back and I’d do the procedure in
reverse – clean the boat up, put it back on the mooring, put the dinghy
back under the aquatic centre and bring the car back to the office.
I did a lot of sailing with him. We were the first to do the Lord Howe
Island race. In fact the Lord Howe Island race was Peter’s brainchild.
We went across in a big 60 ft trimaran which had been built in his
factory. When we got there they didn’t want to know us. It wasn’t full
of tourists the way it is today. It was like: “This is Lord Howe Island,
mate, and this is peaceful”. I think they still had a generator going at
that stage. They had one bowling club, and it shut at one o’clock in
the afternoon, and there wouldn’t have been many more than twenty
people on the island. In those days (1960s) it still came under the
jurisdiction of Hornsby Shire.
In the end Peter finally got a few of his mates together and we started
this race. (Skipping forward, Rhonda’s Dad went on it 15 years later.
Down the back here there is a healthy Norfolk Island Pine growing that
Rhonda’s Dad put in his pocket and brought back. He grew it for years,
then he took it to our house in Matcham, and then we brought it up
here to Cooranbong).
Getting back to sailing with Rysdyk for a bit. He had an outboard
motor on the back of his hulls and he’d motor out. He was an armchair
bloody sailor and he really didn’t know how to sail, even though he
ended up as Commodore of the Cruising Yacht Club of Australia.
No-one wanted the trimarans in the Sydney to Hobart in those days.
They were a no-no and people said they were like a floating marina. I
think I would have been around 17, and I would have dinner with him
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at the original Doyle’s at Rose Bay. It had a little private jetty at the
front. We’d sail down, tie up to the wharf, and walk straight into the
restaurant. Then I’d stay there and wash the boat, and he’d go into
town.
On one trip we were coming up past Ettalong and he told us to set
the sails. He had an outboard motor in the back cabin which was his
cabin, and it went down through the floor. When we were sailing we’d
bring it up from the cabin, through the stairs, then along the deck
and we’d attach it to one of the pontoons. Doing this was one of my
jobs, and as I was moving it I realized that it still had petrol fumes in
it. When we got out to sea a bit the waves were hitting the boat, and
there was hardly space to breathe down there, and I came up green.
Once you started to move the motor you couldn’t put it down to have
a breather because with the movement from the waves it would have
just punched a hole in the boat. When you get out near Lion Island it
can get a bit rough, and with six metres of pontoons under you things
are moving round quite a bit. There were three of us on board, and I’m
green as grass, so when I could I sat at the back near the handrail.
After about half an hour or so I began to slide under the handrail, so
Rysdyk had me tied to the handrail so I wouldn’t slide overboard. I
didn’t want to get up – I was just throwing up and chucking. It felt like
my toes were coming up through my throat. This lasted for between
seven and eight hours – for the duration of the whole trip. The more
the boat rocked the worse I got. When we cleared North Head we
were into flatter water, and I began to feel a bit better, and by the time
we got into Watson’s Bay where the wharf was I was as good as gold.
It must have been the petrol fumes, because I wasn’t generally prone
to being seasick. I feel sorry for anyone who gets seasick, because it’s
the most woeful bloody feeling.
I don’t know how many times we went from Gosford to Terrigal Haven.
It was one of his favourite trips. He bought a house out on Barn Hills
Rd at Terrigal overlooking the beach, and he thought it was very nice
to sail from Gosford to Terrigal and row in and have lunch and talk to
people at the Florida.
As for ocean races, I’ve done the Brisbane to Gladstone, the Sydney
to Hobart, I’ve done Lord Howe Island, and I’ve been up and down
the coast that many times it’s not funny. Wollongong, Eden… this is
all while I’m still doing my apprenticeship. His life was sailing, and my
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life was with him. I was his arms, and his legs, and his gofer. With him
being the boss, and me the apprentice, I didn’t get much say, but as I
said, I was taking his daughter out – which he didn’t like much.
We went up to Port Stephens often. We’d go up there and he’d go
into the big yacht club up there. He’d anchor right in front of the wharf,
of course, and he’d get off with his captain’s hat on, and I’m left tying
the bloody boat up and cleaning everything up, while he’s into the
champagne and Christ knows what.
When I got my licence with him, once a month we used to go to
trimaran club meetings in that bay there just near the Harbour Bridge.
He ended up becoming chairman there. Then he got tied up with
Arthur Piper from America and Ken Burkely who was from Burwood
Furs. They were a Jewish family, and you can imagine the dough
they’ve got. A couple of the local business boys wanted to have a go
at his trimaran and he ended up taking an order for four of them, which
we built. They were sixty feet long and thirty two feet wide, and we’d
have to pull ‘em out of the shed one by one and take them down to the
water at Gosford, put ‘em in the water, then put ‘em together and fit
them out down there.
Then Arthur Piper designed this flying thing that was 33 feet long.
Mate, they weren’t even as high as this table. When I was sitting in the
cockpit holding the tiller I could easily touch the water. I didn’t have to
stand up to see over the top of the cabin because there wasn’t any!
We were 33 feet long, but with that went a 72 ft mast. The boat was
all ply, and I leant how to make plywood beams – structural beams – I
never stopped learning between the two trades. And at the same time
I was doing advanced courses at TAFE. Then they redesigned all the
cards and the trade qualifications and everything, and not long after
that I was in the army, so I didn’t follow through. I finished in 1969, and
I have letters from the Apprenticeship Commission Board stating that
my qualifications were fine, but the letter is dated 1971. I can’t work
that out.

Building with Bobby Ross
When I left Peter Rysdyk I went to work for a bloke called Bobby Ross.
He was a local builder around town who ran an outfit called NSW
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Timber, but he was also one of the bowling club boys. That bowling
club was virtually the Chamber of Commerce of Gosford. If you knew
who was who in Gosford you’d be in the bowling club or the Chamber
of Commerce – and often both. The Lord Mayor was Booth, the local
car dealer, and he was on council then. This meant that everything got
done quite simply.
So Bobby Ross took me on – he was like a part-time builder. He’d
quote for the jobs, and he had a crew of men doing the work, and he
would just go and play bowls. He had one of those little Toyota Scout
trucks that I think was his delivery truck, and he had some bloke
driving that. He had a crew of about six when he took me on board,
and they were all qualified builders, but I wasn’t, yet.
One time early on we’re on site building a large building, and he got
the plans out. They were puzzling over them, and I had to point out
to them where everything was supposed to go. They couldn’t read
the plans! They were qualified builders and I was only a second year
apprentice. So then – he made me the boss! I’m 18! So I built that two
storey building where the medical centre used to be, attached to the
Main Street car park. It’s still there today. Part of West Gosford shops
– I put that up.
I did a bit of work at the abbatoirs – I put a roof on a shed there while I
was working for another bloke from the bowling club. So my education
never stopped. Learning the trade, and having a head for figures and
design – it was just there all the time, you know.
But in the building game I was lucky. I was brought up with antiques.
I loved antiques and I loved Federation stuff. Real old style stuff – old
hand tools. My grandfather moved to Belmont, and he used to work
for a place called Reed’s Plumbing. The son of the owner of Reed’s
Plumbing was called Tubby Reed, and he had won the sixteen foot
sailing competition for the last fifteen years or so and he was a mad
sailor, and I got a bit more into sailing through him. Then, when I was
doing the boats I got involved with Mackellar, the sailmaker. I used go
and talk to him and help make the sails.
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Late adolescence
But then came cars, and girls. I got my first car when I was seventeen
– a Ford Falcon panel van from Grawill Motors, because Dad knew
old man Graham. He opened a drawer and gave me a paper bag full
of money and told me to go down and see old Bill Graham. I gave him
the paper bag, and old Bill gave me the car. Just like that. (The money
in the paper bag came out of the till, of course).
My uncle Curly sold his store and they retired to Toukley after going
around the world Christ knows how many times. They were my
godparents as well. They didn’t have any children because he was
such a pisspot and she couldn’t risk having kids around in case
anything happened. He lived out of his sock drawer for twenty years –
by that I mean he’d have big round socks rolled up with lots of notes in
them. He used to take 200 quid to the races – he’d go up to one of the
six tills in the shop, grab the money out of it, and we’d see him three
days later.
It wasn’t only Uncle Curly who liked a cool beer on a warm day – the
rest of us did a fair bit of drinking in those days. We used to go to what
we called “The Filthy Flo”, which was the Florida at Terrigal and is now
the Crown Plaza. We’d drink there, and at Fotheringham’s up at Taree,
and a few other places around town – but the Broadwater Hotel was
our main drinking hole. We’d drink at Taree because we used to go up
to Old Bar surfing. Later on in life, after ‘Nam, I got into speedboats,
and we’d go up there for the Manning races and that.
We did a lot of surfing and we’d go away. We had a mate who was
working at the abbatoirs and he’d get the work panel van for the
weekend, and off we’d go for a weekend up at Old Bar and other
places. Quite often, though, the surfboards didn’t get too wet! Sure,
we used to get drunk, but there was no viciousness with it. We were
happy drunks. We couldn’t get into the Leagues Clubs till we were
eighteen, so that was a dry old scene till we were old enough.
A couple of New Year’s there we used to go to Long jetty when the
bikies used to come into town. You couldn’t move for bikies from Long
Jetty to The Entrance. I was there the night they burnt the bridge down
– the old wooden bridge. Two years after that they brought in cops
from 100 miles around, brought ‘em in and stopped all the playing up
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at Long Jetty. Both sides of the street were shoulder to shoulder, and
there was about 6 feet clear down the entire main street. If you took
a car down that, by the time you reached the end it wouldn’t have an
undamaged panel – they’d just kick it in. Those bikies were rough, but
back then, so were the coppers. Carrying guns wasn’t as in vogue as
it is now, but they knew how to use their fists, their batons and their
boots. And they didn’t muck around. If you didn’t do what they said
they’d slap you right away.
That’s why the Sydney cops drank so hard in The Cross for all those
years. The coppers ran The Cross. As it happens, I was good mates
with one of the worst, Chooky Fowler. He moved to Nambucca some
years ago for his health. I used to drink with him at the Wyoming pub.
The parents of one of my mates owned half of Wyoming – you know
the Grange Hotel? Coming down past all the sales yards there’s a
pub on the corner called the Grange. It’s a very old heritage-listed
house. We used to shoot rabbits in the pub’s back paddock. It was all
swampland. They had pubs and bottle shops all over the place. They
had the Narara Valley bottle shop, and at that stage they also used
to own a place called the Golden Sands at Nambucca heads. These
days it’s a Woolworths, and it overlooks all of Nambucca, and we used
to go up there with a bunch of mates and get stuck into it.
Dad trained us in unarmed combat since day one, we were probably
about three. We’d do hours and hours of it. He’d give us a knife, and
hold it to his stomach, and tell us that as soon as he moved, to stab
him. We tried and tried, but he’d always knock our hands out of the
way. He’d been in the army, and Curly, his brother-in-law, was a boxer.
Even at 60 he could still do the punching bag – left, right and elbow,
left, right and elbow, even though by that stage he was battling to
stand up. They were all from the Eathers up Armidale way – they’re all
on properties.
After the war Dad was working for a grocery store down at Artarmon,
and Mum was a shop assistant at Cessnock. Mum was living in
Dungog, and Dad was living in Artarmon and his father was living
at Black Hill. Dad left home for a while, to try and get a quid. Then
we had our own grocery store, and he worked at the groceries at
Raymond Terrace for a while. I have this memory of going into the
store and seeing this great big tin of broken biscuits. A woman came
in and asked for a penny’s worth of broken biscuits and he gave her
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a paper bag half full. He’d bring the cheese out and cut bits off with a
wirecutter. I’ve still got one of his wirecutters. I’ve also got one of the
7-ounce weights from the scales he used to use. In those days you’d
pick out the eggs you wanted and take them home in a paper bag. I
was fascinated by the shelves which were full of boxes and jams, tarts,
and packet stuff, you know.
At one time later on I was working for Sterland Bros on the corner, in
the paint section, for quite a while. There was this bloke who worked
out the back who was in his early twenties, and I used to think he was
mad. He’d bring this old T-model Ford in and park it beside the gravel
pit. Then he’d get a shovel and shovel two metres of bloody gravel into
it. He’d take it out to Avoca and shovel it off again. It turned out that
he was Rhonda’s father, and I didn’t even know at the time. I found
it ironic that years later I married his daughter. This was before I was
apprenticed. You see, back then, because everybody knew everbody
else, you could get a shop job pretty easily. It wasn’t always much, but
it was a job, you know.

Football
I got my nickname Fiery on the football field. The fact that I had
flaming red hair then might also have something to do with it, too.
I was a hooker. I played hard. I played with Tommy Robinson and
Shorty Hextal next door, and Tank Waters from the same street as I
lived in, and we ended up being a pretty savvy combination. Robbo
was a little fella and he made a beautiful half. He was wiry as all hell,
and I’m pretty sure he was part-Aboriginal. He never went to school.
And Shorty next door, his father was a panelbeater around town,
and Tank worked on cranes for Waters and McPhan. (It’s just called
McPhan’s now because George Waters retired). Many years later Tank
would come out with the crane to the building sites. They’d ring up and
say that they needed a crane out at a site at Copacobana and you’d
hear him say: “Who’s on site?” and the bloke would say: “Fiery”, and
Tank would say: “Well, I’m not fuckin’ going then”.
But with football, I fought hard, I played hard, and I didn’t take any
shit. I’d play fair if they played fair, but if they wanted a fight it was on. I
didn’t get seriously hurt with all this, though. After the match we’d go to
the pub. In fact, with one of our fullbacks, we had to pull him out of the
pub to get him go to football in the first place! Often he wouldn’t have
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proper football gear and we’d have to give him bits and pieces. Away
he’d go and play, then he’d take off the borrowed gear and go back to
the pub. He wasn’t heavily pissed when he played, but he was happy.
When I was playing in my high school days, for something to do we’d
go and play the Mt Penang Boys’ Home. They were rough as guts.
They didn’t care if they killed you! Then, when we played for Combined
High Schools for Gosford we’d always get knocked off by the Marist
Brothers out of Tamworth. They were good. They nearly always
knocked off the University Shield.

Dad’s farm at Ourimbah
Before I went into the army Dad basically retired and sold his shop.
Uncle Curly sold his shop too and they moved to Toukley. When Dad
sold out he bought this farm up in Ourimbah Creek Road. It cost
$17,000 (and that, too, came out of the till). We went up to have a look
at it when Dad was thinking of buying it. Mum stood at the front gate
and then turned straight around to go home. She wasn’t attracted by
it at all. There were vines everywhere, and you could only just see
the house. There were a few sheds and about six sticks of fencing
on it. It was very run down. It had a big lagoon in front of it and a long
driveway that crossed the river, and an old-style farmhouse with poky
rooms. When you went in the front door there was a big split fireplace
that served two rooms. There was no kitchen, but Dad said that we’d
get one. It was a mess. When you walked out the back door the first
thing you’d come to was the old outside toilet. There was brickwork,
and a door, but it also had a shower rose in there, and the dunny had
long gone. After another few steps there was another 8x8ft room, with
a copper in the corner. That was the washhouse. So Mum being Mum,
and being in the fashion industry, took one look at all this and said: “I’m
out of here!” She thought that Ourimbah was in the sticks. And there
was no carport or anything. Dad was convinced that we could fix it up,
though.
Dad’s dad (Pop Fenwick) was still OK. He was probably in his eighties,
but he was still pretty fit. Somewhere I’ve got a photograph of three
generations of chippies knocking down a brick wall. I spent about six
months there repairing the whole lot with them. We re-did the house,
re-did the boarding, smashed all the chimneys in, replastered…
doubled the size of the verandah and the roof… a new kitchen went in
and everything. Then we did the outhouse and the laundry and put a
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carport up. It’s still there today. This was all happening at the tail end of
my apprenticeship.
There was a place called The Ferneries out at Matcham. It was a very
popular spot for many years, and it was run by a family with three deaf
and dumb sons. They used to build these pedal-boats for their visitors
to paddle around in. Quite a few years ago when we bought the farm
at Ourimbah, Dad went out there and bought one of the paddle boats.
We had it on the farm for four or five years on the dam until one of the
floods took it away and annihilated it.

The Ferneries at Matcham
I should have bought the place, really. Dad was over in Perth when
he put the property on the market. (This was after I came back from
Vietnam). He wanted $100,000 for it. I looked at Rhonda and she
didn’t seem too keen to move out there. Anyway, we didn’t have the
money at the time, and it was sold for $99,500. After I came back from
being in the army I spent about another 2 years there doing various
improvements. Somewhere there’s a photo of me with one leg getting
around up there on horses. We were building buggies and breaking
horses there. After that is when Rhonda and I went and bought at
Matcham – 38 years ago.
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Other historical aspects of Gosford
You’ll remember Eric Worral, who built the Gosford Reptile Park. I
used to drink scotch with him. He used to live at the Grange Hotel in
his later days. It used to be where the Wyoming shopping centre is
now.
I was in Gosford when they moved the big dinosaur to where it is
today, when I was living just up the road from it at Hilll Street. I also
watched it being built, as a kid. It was mesh over concrete bars, which
was then sprayed with the concrete. For quite some time it stayed
grey, and no one was game enough to put a colour on it. Then it
went a yellowy shade for quite a while. It wasn’t till they moved it to
Somersby that it got its really bright colours. (In fact, I went to school
with Eric Worral’s last wife).
I went back to the Bowling Club at Gosford recently, and as I was
looking around I realized that the Club is pretty well stuffed now.
Here’s a club that was really something in its day. It was a better part
of Gosford than Gosford was itself. But it’s been pulled down, shoved
under the bloody grandstand of the football stadium, with two greens
put in there, and it was about as inviting as going into a brothel with
nothing to do. There was a Coke machine there, and one beer on tap,
and a fridge full of cans. My old school is now the Taxation Office.
Things change, don’t they?

Female company
I mentioned earlier that when I was apprenticed to Peter Rysdyk I
began to take out his daughter Jackie. The picture of Jackie and I
overleaf was actually taken in a room at the old Florida Hotel. It was a
place not too many people got to go at that time.
I began to take her out in 1966. I was starting to grow a beard – it was
just before I went in the Sydney/Hobart race. (See overleaf also) I did
that to get a bit of skin protection while I was on the race.
(In 1967 I missed the race to Noumea because I’d smashed up one of
Mum’s cars and busted my wrist).
Anyway, I took Jackie out for quite a few years, and I loved Jackie –
I’ve still got a lot of time for her. But after a few years the grass began
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to look greener, sort of thing.
So I moved on and I met who
was to become my first wife,
Robin. Her father had a chook
farm at Kanwal with a couple of
thousand chooks. After we were
married we stayed at Kanwal
for a couple of years, then
we moved into a unit down at
Gosford. I met her at the football
one day. Actually, it turned out
that my best mate married her
sister, and I married Robin, so
we became brothers-in-law and
best mates as well.
I probably took her out for about
a year before we tied the knot.
We stayed with her parents for a while on their farm, and we had a lot
of good nights at the Wyong Golf Club – we’d all get on the booze and
all get together. Her father was actually the President of the Golf Club
and a very keen card player. And I used to play snooker there a lot. It
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wasn’t a bad sort of a life, I suppose. I was still building – I think I was
with Bobby Ross by then. I was still apprenticed, and still studying.
We went to Port Macquarie for our honeymoon, but we didn’t stay too
long, ‘cos I was still working solid, and she had her own hairdressing
shops in Wyong. She was a very good hairdresser.
Everything seemed set fine for me. And then my call-up into the army
arrived.
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Training
We did about ten weeks’ basic training at Singleton. From there I
went to Liverpool, to the College of Engineering. Then I had a week
off, and then we got into heavy duty training at night – about another
two or three weeks. Next I got a long weekend off and came back to
the barracks. When I got out of the bus I was told to have a look at
the noticeboard. When I did I found I was being sent to Kanungra, the
jungle training camp in Queensland. I went up there for about two or
three weeks. You wouldn’t know it was there, it’s just out of western
Brisbane, but it was the hell-hole of the world. If you climbed a tree
you could see the lights of Brisbane and Surfers Paradise. I might add
that even at this stage I had no clear of idea of where I would be going.
There weren’t even any rumours. But I wasn’t upset by this. I was
being well-trained, and I was an absolute fucking fighting machine. You
just accepted that that was the way it was. You were in the army, and
that’s the way it had to be if you were going to maintain discipline.
I’ve found some photos from when I was training at Singleton. There
are two group photos, and the first one was taken on the first day of
the intake of new recruits, and the second one is the last day after
going to the University of Engineering for the Army.
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First day of intake training. Bruce is second row from bottom in slouch
hat.

RAE College training, last day. Bruce is third from right, second row
from the top.
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This was taken in the barracks at Singleton

This is just before we took off
on a 26-mile “farewell march”
at the finish of our training.
We had to go up hill and
down dale with all that kit on.
Singleton’s not flat country.
It took us 7 hours, and there
were 2,000 of us.
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Mug shot from Day 1 at
Singleton

This was when we were on manoeuvres outside of Singleton
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And this was a camouflaged foxhole on the same
manoeuvres that I built
After that it was just all downhill. As I’ve said, after Singleton we went
to the College of Engineering in Liverpool, and you wouldn’t believe
the rigorous training that I went through. If the others were doing six
things, then I was doing ten things. When I asked why this was, they
said it was because of my qualifications. Apparently, out of all the 1500
guys that had been allocated to the engineers, guys from Kapooka,
Packapunyal, Wagga and Singleton – of all of them who had been
selected to make up the ranks of the engineers, I was on the top.
With the engineering skills and the building skills that we learned,
we could put a Bailey bridge over a 65 ft river in twenty minutes, and
they’d drive a Centurion tank across the bridge, and as they were
pulling off the other side we were winding it back up from this side.
I did more training than the rest of them. My training was harder, more
intense. I stood out, and they were grooming me. I was always the
first there and the last out. Even at Singleton I was doing more training
than the rest of them. Don’t ask me why. I was a bit older than the rest
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of them by about two years. I was twenty when I went in.
So I did all that, then came back to Sydney to the army barracks again.
There was a bloke on the gate who said to me: “You’re going home,
sport. You’re on instant leave.” I said that I thought that was pretty
good, but he said: ”No, it’s not. You’re off to SVN. (South Vietnam).” I’d
been posted straightaway. They gave me two weeks home leave, and
when I came back I was there for a day and a bit, and then I was flown
straight out.

Army life
When we went to Singleton we used to get up at 2 o’clock in the
morning to get ready for a 5:30 parade. Make your bed, fix your
locker, polish your boots, polish your buttons and all your brass,
polish your chinstrap, make sure that your rifle was bloody spotless…
Everything had to be shipshape, You couldn’t leave stuff lying around.
There was only one acceptable way to make your bed, and that was
with super-tight corners. There were sixteen of us in the hut, and we
learned quickly that it was easiest if you got up early and got all this
stuff done. Even your fatigues, which we called our “greens” – they
had to be starched. You’d give it a quick squirt with Fabulon, and then,
of course, we had to iron them.
There’d be an inspection every morning and you’d have to front up and
they’d give you a grilling. “Did you have a shave this morning?” “Yes.”
“What with? The back of a shovel? Get over there!” They checked you
everywhere. They checked between your toes, they checked the crack
of your arse. This was because they didn’t want dysentery and that
breaking out among men living at close quarters. Then after we’d fixed
up everything they’d found fault with we’d go and have breakfast, and
then out onto the parade ground. At mealtimes, when they brought out
the mashed potato, it looked like they’d sprinkled it with black pepper.
That was the bromide – to stop you getting too horny.
We weren’t allowed anywhere near the wet canteen for four weeks.
Then, after you’d been there four weeks you’d get home leave, and we
used to take the opportunity to go to a disposals store and get another
shaving brush, and more greens, and you’d go to the jeweller’s and
have all the buttons shined up, and you’d bring that home and put it in
your locker. We did this so that when they’d put on a spot inspection,
it’d all be hanging up and looking good.
I don’t know how many times we slept on a towel on top of the bed
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so we didn’t have to fiddle with the hospital corners on the sheets
and all that. On an inspection they’d even measure the length of the
turndown on your sheets, and they’d measure your cuffs. And that
was to maintain discipline. That’s what you did when you were in the
army. If you didn’t, they didn’t say anything, but the next day you’d find
you were on the banjo (a shovel) digging holes, or filling up the shit pit
or something. Or you’d get put on sentry duty of a night-time, which
wasn’t hard, but it was bloody boring, standing around.
Sometimes they’d make you do calisthenics for five or six minutes. It
was compulsory to have breakfast, but by making you do this they held
you up. If you’ve got three and half thousand guys in a mess hall, this
would be enough to put you well back in the queue, and as a result
you’d get the scrag ends of the breakfast that had been prepared, and
that was always crap. If you got there early you got a decent breakfast.
But with all this discipline came a sharpness of your body and your
mind, and it gave you pride in how you stand. When I went in I was
fit as a fiddle, with all the football and surfing I’d been doing. The first
words I heard were: “We’ll get all that crap off you, don’t worry.” And
they did!
So after about three weeks of all this, they then measured you for your
greens. They were custom made. And the company sergeant stood
there and checked every bloody one of them. They looked on us as
their boys, and they wanted to make sure we were right and proper.
Even the old-fashioned doorknobs around the barracks – you could
see your face in the bastards. Every bit of brass in the whole area was
polished – all the exposed brass and copper in the plumbing in the
toilets and showers. It was part of our job to keep it all clean. It made
you get up and get going and get things organized properly – there
was no leaving things till tomorrow.
We did a lot of cross country work, and a lot of obstacle course work.
We did forced marches, rifle range practice, stripping your weapon
down and putting it back together again. One of their favourite ones
was a two kilometre obstacle course in teams of four. And there was a
lot of work with nets and ropes too, like you see in some of the movies.
It was good training, and that’s where a war is lost or won. That’s why
the army today is not worth two bob – there’s no training like that any
more.
Most of the instructors were regular army guys. One guy had been in
Borneo, and I think he had a Korean patch as well. One of the
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corporals had been to Vietnam and back. The sergeant was a lifelong
army guy, and the Louie in charge was just one of those one-pip
Canberra freaks.

Goodbye to the small ships posting
Towards the end our training at Singleton you’d start filling out
allocations saying where you’d like to go. Some would say signals,
some would say infantry. I was allocated to Small Ships because of
all my training, and sailing and boating and all that. The small ships
were the baby gunboats. They’re about half the size of a PT boat, but
they’re real fast. I thought this was great. When I was at Singleton
there was a sergeant that I got on real good with, probably because I
was the most organized and an easy bloke to get things done with. He
came up to me on the quiet and told me that I’d been allocated to the
small ships.
We went by bus down the Putty Road to the College of Engineering
there just out of Liverpool. No phone calls or anything to anyone
again about this. The family all thought I was still in Singleton. There
was no communications – you weren’t allowed. So I get down there,
and there’s a little snooty lieutenant there – a little smartarse shiny
bastard just out of college, and he was allocating all the rooms. I went
over to him and said: “Excuse me, sir. I’ve come down with these
fellows from Singleton but I’ve been allocated to the small ships at
Watson’s Bay. Could you make some sort of arrangement to get a
car to drop me over there?” I was the only one out of the whole group
who was to go there. He took my file out and went through it, looked
at my qualifications, grades, rankings, and said to me: “Son, you’re
an engineer. Get over there with the others.” So he just changed my
allocation on the spot!
So I never got to Watsons Bay, and I stayed with the engineers and
did heaps more training. We learned how to do the tunnels, you
learned how to de-louse the mines. They also gave us physical tests in
crowds. You see, people had no idea what was going on. I was a two
year conscript, and all this training took up around 8 to 10 months.

Becoming a tunnel rat
It was not long after that, just before I left Liverpool, that I found out
that I was going to become a tunnel rat. They had to train us to be able
to recognize and handle all the booby traps, so that was a different
course altogether and we were separated from the rest.
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Getting over there wasn’t too bad, because they put us on the bus
pissed. I’d had eight days off followed by two days’ of disembarkation
training. There were only about four or five of us going, and the night
we went the sergeant came down and invited us to go to the mess for
drinks before leaving. He got us nice and happy before putting us on
a bus to the airport. After that, we weren’t allowed to go in through the
main airport – they took us in through the back door because of the
politics of the war. We were sort of smuggled out. We had an hour’s
stop in Darwin for refueling, and we had to get off the plane. When I
got to the top of the stairs the heat hit like a furnace. Then we flew on
and landed in Malaysia somewhere where we were allowed to go to
the terminal, but not outside the airport. We all had plain shirts on, with
army greens and GP boots, so it wasn’t obvious we were army troops.
The thing that
hit me when we
disembarked was the
stench of the rubber
everywhere. It was
bloody putrid – oh it
stinks! We landed at
Saigon airport, as it
was called then, and
oh my God! It made
JFK Airport look
like a backwoods
heliport! It was
absolutely full of
aircraft. There were
bombers, fighter jets,
helicopters – you
couldn’t count the
helicopters. They
were lined up in their
hundreds, ready to
go.
We’d had to get
changed into our
uniforms on the
plane, and then we
were issued with our
weapons when we
got to the base camp.
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Once you got your gear you went straight into camp on a truck. They
gave us a bit of an indoctrination to welcome us, but it wasn’t much.
You stayed in your tent for a day or two and got used to the mess and
other bits and pieces, like getting used to hearing shells going over the
top of you.
We were in sort of bunkers. They were big 20x20 tents, but they had 4
foot of sandbags all around them, and they were dug into the ground
about a foot. They were pretty solid, despite just being tents.
So that was our base camp. Our other base was out at a place called
The Horseshoe, which was about 25 miles out. It was like a fire
support base. It was shaped like a horseshoe in the mountains. The
infantry were based there as well and we had our own little quarters
in there for the engineers and the tunnel rats. They broke the platoon
up into pairs, and the idea was to have one experienced man and
the other one was new to country, or, as they used to call them, Reos
(reinforcements).
To spend a long time in country was about ten months, and short time
was six months. I’d got a pretty good track record -- to be trusted and
called for -- by the time I’d been there about four weeks.

R and R
I never got into Vung Tau that much, which is where we went for
R & R. Sometimes you could go somewhere in Malaysia or Singapore
if you wanted to, but Vung Tau was where you went for a two, three,
or four days’ leave. But somehow I didn’t make it into Vung Tau. There
was a very strong French province near where we were stationed and
it had bars and nightclub-type places. We’d go in, and being Australian
with our hat and our rising sun badge, we seemed to get preference
over the officers and the Americans.
When we were out in country we were always going through towns in
the APC’s, and it wasn’t uncommon to pull up at a little roadside stall
selling fruit and veg and buy some stuff.
I have to say that I had no real personal feelings about all this that was
happening. I was there to do a job, and I got on and did it. I hated the
Vietnamese of course, because they were the enemy. That was all of
them, basically. No matter whether they were supposed to be on my
side or your side, they were basically painted with the same brush.
They’d be out working in the fields during the day, like normal people
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Bruce was awarded the Army Combat Badge for his service as a
Tunnel Rat. The Army Combat Badge (ACB) is a military decoration
that is awarded to any member of the Australian Defence Force
(ADF) for service with an Army combat element in warlike
operations. You could only get it if you were in the infantry and
had served in the field. There are different grades of engineers –
combat engineers, field engineers, RAME engineers, construction
engineers. The Tunnel Rats were 1,2 and 3 troop of I Field
Squadron, and out of 5000-odd people, only 130 were Tunnel Rats
at any one time.
would, but in the night time they’d be out shooting you. I didn’t think
you could really trust any of them.
They brought the women in to drive the trucks over the Ho Chi Minh
Trail, but each driver would only drive a certain distance – about 15 0r
20 kms. There might be a convoy of 100 trucks, and after driving 20
kms or so the driver would get out and then take another truck back
over the same 20 kms. This meant that each driver would know the
stretch of road they kept driving over like the back of their hand. And at
night they were driving with a light not much bigger than a torch out the
front. The Americans tried to stop these convoys with heavy bombing,
but they couldn’t stop them – they just kept coming and coming. They
were very creative people in their approach to war, they really were.
They knew how to look after themselves and they knew how to fight.
A lot of our time was spent at the base camp and at the Horseshoe.
Then the rest of the time I was in the Long Hais, (the mountains), and
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across into Cambodia. I saw a fair bit of Vietnam from the air, and I
saw a reasonable amount from the ground, and of course there was a
bit from underground as well. The thing with the underground tunnels
was that you stayed as quiet as you possibly could, and go in when it’s
dark if you can, and apart from that, you just pray. And if it happened
that you had to fight anybody you’d hold them between your knees and
do it as quietly as you can. I had to do this on occasion. You’ve got to,
because it’s either you or him.

Bruce was an all-rounder.
Here he is on a bulldozer.
That would have been at
The Horseshoe. Note the
M16 in the foreground

Tunnel complexes
You could be walking along in the jungle and somebody would
disappear. You don’t know where he’s gone – whether it’s into a bigger
hole, or a company hole, or just a hiding spot. You’ve got no way of
knowing till you’ve found the hole. It could be as little as a two-man pit
that had been dug to hide in during the day, or else they could have
gone on to the hospital, or the workshops. See, they had pretty much a
full city underground in some cases. They had 32 miles of tunnels. And
if you throw a grenade down there to blow it, well, you don’t know what
it is that you’ve left behind. You just didn’t know what might be down
there.
The 9mm pistol and two bayonets and a little torch were our arms.
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Both diagrams courtesy Holdfast magazine
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That’s the bayonet from an Armalite. See how short it is? Then
there’s the pistol, some bullets, and the torch.
The bayonets from the Armalites were quite a bit shorter than a
conventional one-- a bit like a commando or paratrooper’s knife.
Some of the yanks had silencers on their pistols, but when it came
to the yanks, if they were gonna come and camp there (indicates the
block next door to his house), then I’d go and camp at Cooranbong
shops! Anyway, the pistols were good for underground and close
quarters work, but they weren’t all that accurate over any sort of
distance.

Casualties
My unit was 1 Field Squadron 2 Troop attached to 7RAR Infantry. In
the tunnel rats overall, in ten years, out of 130 who had served,
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nineteen got killed and there was an 80% casualty rate. But that’s over
ten years.
Out of the 550 servicemen who died because of the Vietnam war, quite
a few of them suicided after returning home. When I was recovering
in hospital there were two other blokes in there with me, John Faint
and Peter Molloy, and between the three of us we had four legs and
five arms. I believe one of the others went home – this would probably
be in the 70s – and Molloy drank himself to death. There was another
mate of mine who I used to see every Anzac Day at Ourimbah. He
hopped in a bath of hot water one day with a bottle of whisky and
drank till he was dead. This was after he’d done two tours in ‘Nam.
When you’d come back into base camp on the Horseshoe, we’d
be here, and the yanks would be there, and the Infantry would be
somewhere as well. Then the armoured personnel would be down
there and the tanks somewhere else. And they weren’t just in camp –
they were spread out because of the size of the area we had to cover.
Unless you were in one of the three major battles where there were
hundreds involved, mostly the rest of the contacts were only 10, 20, 30
strong. Ones and two weren’t uncommon. Ambushes were used a lot.
We were trained to do the ambushing, but most of the time our job was
delousing, cleaning, fixing, searching.
One time there we were instructed to pick up someone who needed
help to come out of the bush. So we got an APC carrier and we’re
going along, and as we went to cross a riverbank the arse of the
APC went down and we got bogged. The guys driving the APC told
us that we were the engineers, so we’d have to go and sort this one
out. So I jumped off, and to start off I was up to my knees in the mud.
After about four or five hours of trying to unbog this thing I’m up to
my armpits in mud. We kept trying till it got dark. When it got dark,
out go your perimeters, out go your detectors and your beepers and
your Claymore mines. Then we allocated watches, because we knew
that all the time we were there in all likelihood someone would have
been watching us. We had to wait there overnight for a tow the next
morning. I got some water from my canteen to clean off my face and
clean up my rifle, but other than that all I could do was sit there in the
mud and wait for morning. The next morning they finally came out and
gave us another tug, which got us out.

Getting up to mischief
I was at home one day in Cooranbong some twenty years later when a
mate from Vietnam called Rod O’Regan rang me up to say that he
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had someone who wanted to talk to me. I didn’t know who it was at
first, but it turned out he was a bloke who wanted to reminisce about
one time when we had gone into the French town nearby where we’d
got on the piss and then went up the road and knocked off a bloody
armoured personnel carrier! We drove it down the main street, locked
into a broadside as we turned around, wiped out a bloody car, and
when we got to the army base where there were choppers we got a
bloke to chopper us down to Saigon where we bought a case of grog,
and then flew home again! And we got away with it!

Home comforts
Australian troops used to get a regular issue of grog. Well, in the base
camp – not when you were on operations. Sometimes, if we were out
on the streets in little towns we could buy a local beer. They’d bring out
like a little pint glass and throw some ice cubes on top and fill it with
beer, but it was always still warm. Or else you could drink their rice
wine extract. If you tipped that onto a saucepan and lit the bastard it
would burn blue. It was pure alcohol, and the SVN and the NVN used
to wear it as a mosquito repellant.
The food was pretty fair. The ration packs were OK, and in most of
the camps you had some sort of a canteen, and when people went off
on leave they’d often bring back some goodies and this would include
canned stuff like baked beans, and you’d keep them in your locker to
privately indulge in when you got the chance..
Cigarettes were five cents a packet. I think it was four bob for a carton,
but I was never a smoker. You used to get beer rations and cigarette
rations. The local money was changed every two months. It’d be
green today, black tomorrow and red next week, you know. They’d just
print ‘em off. This was so people couldn’t hoard it. If it was the wrong
colour it was out of date. We’d go into town and if you were caught
with American green backs without some good reason you’d be on
a charge, because that was black market currency. The yanks were
always keen to get hold of our boots, because their boots were canvas
and ours were leather. They used to say that if you offered a pair of
our boots to a yank they’d give you their firearms and a helicopter for
them. They’d kill for a pair of our GP (general purpose) boots.
We used to stay in touch with our family using those little reel-toreel tape recorders. We’d post the tapes back and forth. The mail
was pretty good, and they had open phone lines from the camps to
Australia sometimes..
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Our padre had virtually an open line of his own to Australia. He’d just
have to pick up his phone. It wasn’t unknown for blokes to get a letter
from their wives saying something like: “Having such a good time with
my new boyfriend. Send me some more money.” A Dear John letter
and a half. There were some doozies in there. The padre tried to look
after blokes in that situation, because they’d go off their tree, you
know, just go whacko. So the padre was able to ring Australia straight
away, probably to a clergyman, and within half an hour that person
would be on the phone, so the two parties could start talking. If the
worst came to the worst they could ship you home within four hours.
But only for a day’s leave. That’s how serious it could get. You see, if
they went troppo over there, they could be out on operations and just
start screaming. This would give their position away and everyone
would be in trouble.
I made a bit of a mate out of our padre, and I don’t know who
was more shocked, him or me. I met with him on day one of my
indoctrination up at Singleton. He stood up on the stage there and
gave us advice about making sure to write home, and don’t do this
and that, you know. (One of his more memorable statements was to
tell us that the only way a padre or a senior officer could get the clap
was off the toilet). At that time, the clap was absolutely rife over there.
The yanks were full of it. They’d been going to the brothels for so long
it was well-established. It wasn’t as widespread among the Australians
though. They weren’t as bad as the yanks, who would have a go at
anything with a pulse. The Australians were a bit more reserved in that
way, but the yanks just thought it was Christmas.

Drugs and social life in camp
We’d all get on the turps when we could, but I personally didn’t see
any of the harder stuff. The yanks had the wacky baccy a fair bit, but
no ice or anything like that. I didn’t see any heroin myself, but the
yanks were off their tree on hash a lot. Interestingly, what made a lot
of money on the black market was your Australian cigarettes and your
Australian army money. The black market was mainly cigarettes, some
booze, or clothes. Although it was quite easy to get ammunition and
guns, I never saw anyone selling guns.
You didn’t have all that much time to yourself. When you were back in
base camp you had a wet boozer which opened up in the afternoon.
Beer was five cents a can, and if you didn’t smoke and you had your
smoke rations, like, a carton of cigarettes, well you could drink for a
month on that. Blokes would play cards sometimes, but we weren’t a
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stationary group of two or three hundred men – we were in groups of
16 or 20, and then that was split apart again.
Occasionally we’d get visiting entertainers. I think it was just before I
came home, we had Lorrae Desmond and her troupe come out and
put shows on in Saigon. The yanks got a fair bit of visiting celebrities
though – they went to the yank places more than the Australians.
We stayed apart from the yanks as much as we could. They were
bloody dropkicks who’d seen too many Audie Murphy movies. You’d
get a good one occasionally amongst them, but… they think they’re
the greatest thing since sliced bread, but most of them are bloody
useless. We stayed away from them, pretty much. You might go to a
big barbecue if you were lucky, but only if there was nothing else that
needed doing, like a tank to fix, or maintaining your rifle. You had to
keep all your gear smick – you were rarely away from it. Even if you
were just going to the toilet, you’d probably take your side arm with
you.
You’d see local Vietnamese walking around in the open padi fields,
and sometimes they might come in and have a look around. That night
you might get a load of mortars dropped on you, because they were
actually sussing the place out. You had to be very careful.
Things were too tense for us to do things like play practical jokes
on your mates. You didn’t do it because the retaliation might be too
savage. If you were unlucky you might end up with a bullet through
your head, which a few had done. They’d get on the turps, and they’d
be playing cards, then there’d be a gunshot go off, and that was a
very serious charge, even if no one got hurt… just the fact of the bullet
going off. If you went up to the boozer there’d be a wooden table, a
couple of ash trays. The toilet was just one long bloody room where
you’d all shit together, and which got cleaned out every couple of
months.
I wasn’t in Vietnam long enough to really bond with anyone as a close
mate, the way you hear of it happening during a war. I was much
smarter than the rest of them – or at least I thought I was. I didn’t really
want to have any really good friends. I had good buddies in the army,
but there’s not too many of them that I’d want to go and play hand
grenades with. In war it’s the survival of the fittest, and the fittest are
always the smartest. But most focus on home, the cat, the cow, or the
next trip to Vung Tau. I didn’t igore them, but I didn’t get to be buddybuddies. There are blokes today who I could ring up and see how they
were going, but that’d be about it. I got more friendly with one of the
male nurses who looked after me – I’ve seen him twice
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since I came home. He
was the same bloke I
mentioned earlier called
Rod O’Regan, who
was in the same tent
as me, and he became
a copper for 18 years,
and he ended up in
charge here at Morisset
for quite some time.

Mines

The statue of the soldier in Ho Chi Minh
City who worked out how to neutralise allied
mines and relocate them elsewhere.
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Our side laid 44,000
M16 mines on an area
half a mile wide and
about fifteen miles long,
which was one of the
biggest traps, so the
enemy couldn’t land.
There’s a statue in Ho
Chi Minh Square of a
Vietnamese guy who
had worked out a way
to put the pin back
into the mine so they
could come in and get
it and put it somewhere
else. When it came to
clearing the field, it was
just as easy to blow ‘em
up as to try to get them
out. Even as late as the
80s and 90s they were
still finding mines over
there.
One field was so big we
couldn’t actually de-

(Top) An M-16 anti-personnel mine fitted with an
anti-lifting device comprising an M-26 grenade
with a pressure switch
replacing the normal
ring-pull and handle triggering device. Those little
three pins at the top is all
that you see out of the
ground.
(Below) a section of the
minefield near Dat Do.

Courtesy “Holdfast” magazine
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louse it, and we had to blow the whole thing up. They lost tanks and all
sorts of stuff in the process. You couldn’t rely on a map that said there
were no mines in a particular area, because no one knew if and where
they had been relocated.
The mines we used were M16 mines. Then there were the Claymore
mines. Claymore mines had five hundred ball bearings in them. They
had a sort of pressure pack on the back, and they were designed to
explode in a certain direction. Charlie would come along and turn the
mine around so that it exploded in the other direction, so guess who
copped it when that happened.
You would be in a chopper flying over the jungle and you could see
nothing moving, then you’d see a dirt track. If you flew down lower,
if you were lucky enough they might shoot at you from concealed
positions and you’d have a chance to fire back at them. If you went
down very low you could look closely at the creek crossings, and if the
banks of them were wet you knew that they’d been using that track
recently.

Moral dilemmas
We used to refer to the North Vietnamese as Charlie, and Charlie was
a very savage person. Quite a lot of Vietnamese in the south were
friendly, and were on our side. The North Vietnamese used to abuse
the Christ out of the villagers in ways that you couldn’t even imagine.
If they thought there was anything slightly suspicious they would
mutilate some or any of the women, or kids, or the headman’s missus
or whatever. A bunch of them would take her out and take care of her,
then turn around and shove a pipe up her rear end and then bury her.
They used to use this brutality to their advantage.
They’d often have a church cum holding room off to one side of the
village. It was up off the ground for ventilation reasons. Charlie came
into one village that I know of – six of them – and they used that room
to store ammunition for other North Vietnamese to came down and
pick up. They had four people inside the store room and two outside,
and they took the headman’s wife, his three daughters, and two other
children into the holding room with them. They were in effect hostages.
So the call came down that the holding room had to disappear. It came
down to our section, because we were engineers and experts in what
we did, and we were told that it had to look like an accident.
I drew the short straw. First we had to get rid of the two guys outside,
and we had to do so in a way that looked like a natural death. Even
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though the head man knew we were coming, we couldn’t get his kids
out of the store room, because if they had been seen in the village
after the explosion took place, Charlie would kill everyone in the
village. So, with all the ammunition in there it wasn’t too hard to set
things up to make the explosion look like an accident. And I was the
one who had to organize all that. So I did it all. I took them all out. The
two guards and whoever was in the store room, including the kids.
There were five or six of them. If I hadn’t done that, at the cost of a
handful of lives, Charlie would have retaliated on the village and many
scores more lives would have been lost.
But stuff like that that went on you can’t tell people. They don’t want
to know. You see, when you kill your first one you get worried, when
you kill your second one, you start to feel sorry for them. By the third
and fourth you don’t care. That’s how you get hardened to the realities
of war. You can’t even trust the little kids. It wasn’t unusual for them
to blow places up. Should you shoot them first, to save the lives that
would be lost in the explosions? To work out what’s the best thing to
do can be awfully hard

The explosion
I suppose I’d been in ‘Nam for about six months when I had the
argument with the land mine. We’d gone out at night. We were
camped at a creek just on dusk. We walked out on a trail, and when
we got there we’d have to spend the night – don’t talk, don’t move,
don’t even sneeze. Right on the break of dawn we’d get up, pack up,
and make our way back from the creek.
When the Australians did an ambush, they’d pick a spot where there’d
been recorded activity. That activity could be in small ones and
twos, sometimes in tens, sometimes in the hundreds. So, you have
a situation where the scouts have reported activity over in a certain
quarter. Next, Platoon 6 from 7RAR, say, would be ordered to go and
do ambushes for three days. In that platoon would be two tunnel rats
walking in the middle, with eight infantrymen in front and eight behind.
On the first day out we’d clear the track, using metal detectors for any
mines that might have been laid. Then we’d go back, wait a day, and
then come out again – only at night time, on the same track. All our
movements were right on dark or dawn. We’d do that for three days.
Now on the third day when we were walking out… Boom! a mine
exploded. We don’t know if we’d just missed it when we were clearing
the track, or if it had been placed there later. After all, we’d been over
the same track twice already. We can only assume that they’d spotted
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us and put it in there.
Two of those in front of me got hit with shrapnel, two behind got hit,
and I was the one who had stood on the mine. Within half a second of
the deafening explosion I was shaking my head and wondering what
had happened. I looked for my rifle, but it had gone, and I heard myself
saying “Which silly bastard trod on a mine, then?” I went to get up, and
I saw a pile of blood and meat, and I suddenly knew I was in trouble.
There were guys yelling and screaming and people shouting to stand
still. In a situation like that you go to ground and don’t move, because
where there’s one there’s more. There was a bloke called Redlinger
in front of me and he looked at me and said :”I can’t get up.” I said:
“I’m in a bit of trouble here myself for now, I’ll get to you in a minute
when I fix it.” There was blood everywhere and my leg was hanging at
an angle, so I got my camp scarf and tied it around my leg and held it
there with my bayonet like a tourniquet. I asked Red if he could stand
up and he said “Just”. He was on his knees, and he had his hands up
over his head to signal to the chopper to stay out and not land yet, as
it wasn’t safe. I didn’t find out until weeks later that it took Redlinger
three weeks before he could stand up and walk. He’d been riddled
with shrapnel. That same guy came back to Australia, and two or three
years later he took his family and his wife out for a walk somewhere
and shot the lot of them, then himself.
The mine that blew my leg off was an M16. From what we can gather
it was a fairly old one. With the M16, when the detonator explodes it
just pops out of the ground about three feet, then ignites. I got lifted off
the ground by the explosion, and a lot of my wounds were from burns
and percussion. It sort of had the same effect on your skin as a gurney
gun, it sort of just blew it off. It wasn’t torn off, it was blown off. I was
covered in tiny shrapnel. My legs were like a pincushion – the blokes
in front and behind were pulling out half inch pieces, and a lot of the
shrapnel wounds were just left to close over.
After I’d trodden on the mine, I didn’t lose consciousness and I still had
to crawl around and clear the area with a bayonet so that the chopper
could land. They stayed up there until they were signaled to bring it
down. When an emergency like this happens your instincts kick in, and
everything is about survival. No one can move, and no one can help
you, so what are you going to do?
When we were sure we had a safe landing place, the chopper came
down to get us and virtually landed on top of me. They’re good, those
boys! I’ve seen them chop their way down through the bloody jungle to
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get to someone. They knew how to fly.
Anyway, they put me in the back of the chopper with the gunner, who
was hanging out the side. He said to me to grab his hand if I was
in pain, and I could squeeze that. He had his gun gloves on, and I
grabbed his hand and I reckon I must have fused some of his fingers
together I was grasping his hand so tight. They couldn’t give me
morphine or anything for the pain because they needed to get me back
and ask me questions. Because I had a speaker in my phone I heard
the pilot radio in and he called in Red Blanket, which means you’re
dead. As far as they were concerned I was gone already.
When we landed it took them no time to get me out of my clothes, and
there was a priest there ready to give me the last rites. He learnt some
language that night, I can assure you! A sister came along and she’s
pushing down and I’m pushing her away. They still couldn’t give me
anything for the pain. I could just sit up enough to be able to see my
leg and it looked strangely flat because all the meat and muscle was
no longer there. The doctor came along not too long after that and
he told me that I was going to lose my legs. “No way in the world” I
replied. I managed to talk him into trying to save one them. He said he
could promise me nothing, but that he’d do his best. As it turned out he
was able to save it, and the only reason he managed to was because
the bone wasn’t broken. I was in hospital in Vietnam for about three
weeks before they medevacced me back to Australia.
They lopped my leg off later that light. I can’t say I remember all
that much about it, but I do know that they said that I died for eight
minutes while I was in the operating theatre. They gave me heaps of
transfusions. Before I went to ‘Nam I wasn’t particularly hairy, but look
at me now! We suspect that all those transfusion had something to do
with me becoming so hairy.
I was in intensive care for three days or thereabouts and I just lay
there. They’d dressed the leg where they’d taken it off, but they just
left the rest. Then they started the skin grafts and the ripping and
stitching and patching. All the tissue was in such a mess. One bloke
who was looking after me said that they’d never seen anyone in such
a mess survive. I was on morphine by this of course, and for days my
life became morphine, sleep, wake up, morphine, sleep, wake up,
morphine.
Then they got me into the main ward and off the trolley. They were
putting my leg up into traction and it hurt like hell, so they gave me
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more morphine. Because I’d had so much morphine over the previous
three days I was nearly doing handstands – I went on this weird
morphine trip because I’d had so much. As a result, now I’m allergic to
morphine, and also penicillin, iodine, aspirin – anything.
I didn’t want to eat anything. I went down to about six stone four in
a matter of about two or three weeks. The doctor came to see me
three or four times and said that I probably wouldn’t live. But, I lived.
And according to what I heard from the doctor, when they talked
about sending me home the doctor said that the trip would kill me. My
response to that was: “What’s the difference?” You’d have to say that
they didn’t hold out much hope for me.
So in the end they send me home, and I survived the trip, and I was
in Concord Repat hospital for about two years. I was in there solid for
twelve or fifteen months, then after that I’d get out on weekend leave.
And all the time I was here I was still technically in the army. It took
ages until I got my discharge. Matter of fact, I think that when I got my
first job after the war I was still in the army.

Injured soldiers lie on litters suspended from the roof of a C-130E Hercules to
minimize movement as they are medevacced home to Australia.
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It was eight months, give or take, before I could put my foot on the
ground. I could put it down, but it wouldn’t take the weight. It was like
standing on hot coals. A young physio came in one day with a set
of tongs and a bit of water and a battery charger. I had foot drop. In
fact I’m getting it back a bit nowadays. Your foot just drops and you
can’t do anything about it, because of the injuries that came with the
explosion.
The leg that I retained is still not healed even today. There’s a patch
there as big as a doughnut, and after all the skin grafts I had the skin
just broke. It’s like an ulcer that won’t heal, and that section just never
took the grafts. Over the years I’ve had four skin grafts on that section
and none of them have ever taken. It’s healthy in blood, in that if you
scratch it, it bleeds, so the skin’s not dead. It’s just this one spot that
won’t heal. Now that happened forty six-odd years ago. You calculate
it: at two bandages a day that’s a lot of bandages to be washed and
hung on the line and rolled. These days I’m using hollow tubes of
bandage,and I’m putting this new cream on it. Last year everything
started to work terrifically, and it seemed to be closing over, but then
the last two or three months it slowed up, then stopped.
The amputated leg is also still causing me problems, but that was
because of the nature of the amputation. I have a knee joint on it, but
only by half an inch. Had it been half an inch higher I wouldn’’t have
been able to have an artificial leg. Well… I’d have a leg, but it wouldn’t
have a joint at the knee. For thirty years or so the doctors have been
saying that if they cut it off above the knee I won’t have any more
problems. I said “Yes, you will. Me punching Christ out of you!” See,
all that I’ve got on the front of my stump is a bit of meat coming out
of the top. On the back half they just put skin back on but there’s not
much there in the way of meat, and so that’s rubbing in the socket all
the time, and that’s what’s giving me problems. But I’d prefer to have
knees and no leg than no knees and a not-so-good artificial leg.
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Concord Hospital
Concord was a lucky draw, because when I first came back I was sent
to Eastern Command hospital. On the way home they had to change
my plaster cast before I left for home, and then, on the way home we
stopped at Malaysia and they had to change it again. They couldn’t
cross the International Date Line with an old plaster on because of the
germs it might contain. So they had to change it there, and then it had
to be changed again that night. As it happened, when they dropped
me at Eastern Command all the doctors were out somewhere – there
were no doctors on duty for some reason – so they said: “Look. Ship
him across to Concord, there’s a car going that way. So I was lucky I
went there, as it turned out to be a good place to be in my condition.
Can you imagine being in an army hospital run by army people?
While I was in Concord Hospital I did a diploma course in engineering.
It was through one of those correspondence things. At that stage the
army would help you – within reason. I found some papers here the
other day and saw that while I was in the hospital I was getting about
$127 a week. In the army that was big money. They had an office
attached within the hospital with an adjutant. It took me a good six
months before I was able to put my foot on the floor. I couldn’t get out
of bed. By then my hair is getting long, and I’m getting pretty scruffy,
and drinking grog, and the staff used to just go around me and leave
me be. When I finally could get up I had my own wheelchair. It had
beer label stickers on the front and back of it! And it didn’t matter
where I went in the hospital, if the ward was looking for me someone
always knew where to find me. They had a massive library, and
billiard tables – it was a good hospital.
But one day a bloke came up to my bed and told me to get a haircut.
I told him to get fucked and go away. About five weeks later another
army bloke came around and said to me: “Hey, young man. What’s
going on?” I said: “What are you talking about?” He replied: “Well,
you can’t be rude to an army officer like that.” So I said: “ Pardon the
language, sir, but you’re standing on your feet.. I can’t. And besides
that, my war is over.. Get out of my bloody sight, mate. I’ve had it. I’m
stuffed. Just get off my case and fuck off!” He backed down a bit and
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said: “All right mate, I understand your point. I’ll see what I can do, but
that bloke downstairs is gunning for you.
It took about twelve months, but he got me out of there. He got me
shipped off, by car, to the army barracks at Watson’s Bay. I couldn’t let
anybody know what was happening because we didn’t have phones
then like today. I hobble up the steps of the base with my kitbag, and
when I get to the top there’s an Irish sergeant behind the counter. He
asks me what he can do for me, and I replied: “Reporting for duty,
Sarge.” “Who sent you here?” I said: “That idiot back at Concord
Hospital.” “Well, what am I going to do with you? Where do you
live?” “Gosford.” ‘Oh Jesus! Have you got the phone on at home?”
When I said Yes he rang home and they came down and got me. The
sergeant farewelled me with: “Now here’s my number. I want to hear
from you every week. Just let me know where you are.” I did that, and
before long we were on first name terms, and I only had to ring him
once a month. Then it stretched to every six months.

Discharge
The best part of a couple of years went by like this, till I finally had
to go back down to Watsons Bay for my discharge. I go into the
quartermaster’s store, and he barks at me: “I want your rifle, your butt,
your canteen, your bayonet holder, your Dixie. Where is it all?” I said
“Somewhere between here and fucking North Vietnam.” He told me
that he was going to have to charge me for all this stuff I didn’t have.
That was too much for me. I roared at him: “You’ve got to be bloody
joking, mate. I came home in a bloody aeroplane with one leg blown
off, and you’re going to fucking charge me?” Next thing I hear a bloke
coming around the corner, and it turned out that I knew him. “Fenno!”
“Yes, sarge, how are you?” He wanted to know what was going on,
and I told him there were a few things missing. “Hmmm,” he said,
“let’s have another look here”, and he picked up the list and ticked off
everything, just like that, and handed it to me to sign. As I hobbled out
the door he said to the corporal: “I’ll see you later, smartarse.”

Because I was Medevacced home, the Rotary Club had a scheme
where they would send you to Surfer’s Paradise for 13 days, all
expenses paid. The letter they sent me about this is overleaf.
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We went up there for seven or eight days. It was good. It was like
a relaxed holiday. I didn’t take it straightaway, though. It was about
three years after I’d come back to Australia – after I’d finished with
the hospital.
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Adjusting to civvy street
After I came back from Vietnam I started doing a lot more different
things. I made a beach buggy out of a Volkswagen chassis. I built it to
give myself something to do when I was on weekend leave from the
hospital. I got a Volkswagen car and cut it in half, shortened it by 14
inches and put it all back together again. I got those fat back wheels
off Mark Scaife’s father Russell Scaife’s car.

When I’d finished it and it was all registered and everything, I sold it to
a beach buggy dealer in Queensland, who came down and picked it
up. Building it was part of my rehabilitation in the hospital, to stop me
going round the bend. I was in the hospital, but I was still attached to
the army. I’d get weekend leave, and come home and have nothing to
do.
When I came back from ‘Nam I was still married to Robin, my first
wife, and I bought a block of ground at Edinburgh Circuit at Wamberal.
Before I went into the army we had a flat in Gosford behind the TAFE
there, and we got rid of that and I built a beautiful home on the ground
I’d bought at Wamberal. From the top verandah of it you could see the
top of the Skillion, at Terrigal.
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Back into the workforce
It was about this time that I met Alf Webb from Gosford Home
Constructions. I’d gone to him to get a quote for a house and we
started talking. When I told him I was a builder, he asked me how I
got on doing that with only one leg. So Gosford Home Constructions
built the house, and I made quite a few changes as we were going
along. Alf Webb loved what I had done, and was impressed by what
he thought were my smart ideas. So we got to know each other, and
before the house was finished he put me on as construction manager.
But he was a bit worried about how I would handle all these subbies
and get around all his building sites.
This was when he sent me to see a mob in Crows Nest called
Chandler and Macleod, who I’ve mentioned earlier. After the tests
they said that I’d obviously overcome my disability, and that he should
employ me – so he did. I was with Alf for quite a few years, until the
building game declined a bit and he had to cut back a bit. By then I
was starting to really get into the speedboats, so I pulled the pin and
left him. He gave me a glowing reference, and some 30 years after
that I got a call from his daughter to invite me to a surprise party that
she was organising for Af’s 60th. So I went along. It was held on the
ferry at Toronto. Of course Alf and I got talking, and at one stage he
said to me : “You are bloody impossible. I’ve never seen anyone with
so much drive and energy as you”.
See, I was still on crutches 90% of the time – up on scaffolds… the
artificial leg that I had in those days was useless.
Then came a the split with Robin, and we sold Wamberal. We’d built it
for $17,000, the land had cost $3,000. We put a big swimming pool in
the backyard, and after twelve months we sold it for $57,000.
I bought a house in Narara next, and met Rhonda, and that’s when
the real heavy ski boat days started in Narara. I met Rhonda down at
the Grange pub. She was happy-go-lucky, and was often with a few of
her friends in the same bar as the one we drank in. I got talking with
her. An entertainer was coming out from America – Glen Campbell
or someone like that – and Rhonda wanted to go but couldn’t get
any tickets. At that stage my brother was running promotion shows in
Sydney, and I told Rhonda I could probably get her some tickets
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through him. As it turned out he couldn’t get me any tickets at all, so I
decided that if that was the case I’d do the next best thing, and I went
down and bought a bloody great television and took it home so we
could watch the show on that. It was great. The only drawback was
half the bloody pub came home too, to watch the show!
We used to go to Sydney, to Chalmers Street, to a very old building
right opposite the swimming pool. It was such an old building they still
had the cages on the elevators. That was where I first went to get a
fitting for my leg. The guy that came out to see me would have been
88 in the shade. He wore a three-piece pinstripe double-breasted suit.
Well, he made me up this bloody thigh lacer. That was a stump, and
a shoe, with steel rods with pivots in ‘em. It looked like a woman’s
corset and it would have fit a horse. It had a great big leather strap,
and you’d lace her up, and a band went up around your shoulder.
After quite a few trips getting that fitted I walked out of his door, came
home, got out of the car and threw it in the bin. It was a complete
waste of time. Anyway, we used to go down there to get a fitting,
and my brother had a business in Little Foveaux Street there, right
opposite the Sydney detectives’ department. We’d get in the corner
pub – Rhonda, my brother and myself, and a mate of mine who used
to drop in sometimes. We’d end up rotten! Then we’d have to drive
back home. The cops would see us leave, and ask us if we’d be OK,
or if we needed an escort. We’d say we were OK and off we’d drive
home. At that stage, “home” would have been at Niagara Park, before
I sold my house there.

Speedboats
By this time, my main hobby was speedboats. At that stage I had a
boat called Plumb Crazy, which was just a big social boat. I was ready
to move onto something else so I sold that to my ex-boss Alf Webb,
and I bought a Nankervis boat then from Fred Williams, which went
quite well. It was a little 308 that did about 50mile an hour – quite a
nice boat. Then we started to get into ski racing and other bits and
pieces. Rhonda used to love it – I’d be driving, she was sitting next to
me, and nobody else could ever get that seat. But we met quite a few
fantastic people in the racing game.
Then speed and power took over, and I decided that I wanted
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This was Fred Williams own personal boat that I bought from him
– a Nankervis boat.
something faster than the boat I had – a good skiing boat. So I went
back to Fred Williams for him to sell my boat and get me something
much more powerful. At this stage I had begun to name my boats
One Foot, and everyone thought that was terrific. Fred thought it was
the best name he’d ever heard for a boat. Anyway, he offered me his
own recently reconditioned ski boat called Rage, and I bought it. That
was the boat I took out the bridge-to-bridge with. It would do 96mph,
and that was more than 40 years ago. The record for the bridge-tobridge was 55 minutes, and we took it out in 52 minutes, but we were
disqualified for noise. It had no blowers, no nothing, just air-aspirated
twin carbs. The speed and the power of a boat like that was what
got to me. You’d put your foot down and it’d lift you out of the seat.
Rhonda loved it, and her father worshipped the boat. He’d stand in the
water all day just holding it.
Those were the big drinking days. On the morning of the bridge to
bridge some of the bigger boat contenders would go down at 4am,
walk over the road bridge, and sit and drink a bottle of rum. We’ve
been in many a ski race with a keg in the back of the ute, drinking
from the night before. We used to have a pre-race party ‘cos we were
living at Narara at the time and I had a massive downstairs den/bar
sort of thing that had all sorts of stuff including an old Arisrocrat
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poker machine. We’d get together the night before the race and we’d
hammer it a bit. I knew the bloke who owned the pub, of course, so
we used to get the keg at cost. On the day of the race we’d load up
the keg and what was left in it and polish it off on the day. We didn’t
drink a lot…we just drank.
We’ve certainly had a lot of good experiences with boat racing -- here,
Taree, Port Macquarie. Not that there’s any money in it. If you win all
you get is a trophy. When Rhonda fell pregnant she could no longer
come with me, so she retired, but she wouldn’t let me put anyone else

Lion Island Classic 1976 in the third boat I bought
in her seat. When the kids came along money got short, and there I
was with a boat worth about 50 or 60 grand at the time, so the boat
had to go. I had to pay out the ex-wife, and things got tight when I
wasn’t working there for quite a while.

More jobs in the building business
So I went to a place called Panic and McCarthy, who quickly gave me
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a job because they remembered me from some years earlier when
I had applied for a job with them and narrowly missed out. That was
when they had been building Lewis and Tait homes, which is a big
Sydney outfit. This would have been back in the late 70s or early 80s.
I worked for them for quite a few years. I was on the road, and after
a while the two partners, Mike and Denis, wanted to get out on the
road, so I went into the office. I controlled the entire office. I did all the
organizing, all the planning, I had a salesman put on to take care of
sales, and a manager to look after the office. All the office manager
did was ring up and ask people for money they owed us. He chased
all the debts while I was getting the production end of it done. It was
pretty hectic. It was nothing to have 65 houses all on the go at once.
I had a desk that was 8 feet long and 4 feet wide that had notices
of payment all over it, and a big board behind my head where I kept
track of where each job was up to. My chair was on rollers on a huge
sheet of masonite, with a filing cabinet down one end, and a two-way
phone and a walkie-talkie on my desk.
The work could get pretty complex. I had over 100 subbies who all
had to be organized.. When you sign up, it could be three or four
weeks before you do anything on the job, and in that time I had to
work out all the quantities, order all the items, work out the delivery
dates, the roofing tiles… Yes, it kept me moving, but it kept me alive,
too. For all this, I got the average wage for the times. I was signing
cheques for three times my wages for subbies every week. On top of
all that, I’d have to check their work as well, and once a week I’d go
round all the jobs. When I’d get home at night Rhonda would have
dinner ready, and after I’d eaten I’d go straight back into the office
to catch up on more stuff. The last straw came when we were at a
barbecue at Rhonda’s mother’s place and one of the subbies rang me
up with a trivial question. That’s when I realized that my life wasn’t my
own, even when I was at a barbie! I realized I’d have to move on.
So after that I got a job with Mitchell Cement products. I was actually
their salesman – I’d go around and check the buildings, you know. He
had a very bad name. You know that new shopping centre at Lake
Munmorah there at the end of the highway? He used to be there,
and he was the go-to guy for anything to do with Besser blocks in
Australia. He was wanting to get his concrete plants going – he had
one at Wyong, one at Woy Woy, one at Morisset and one at
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Cessnock. He told me to check out all the plants, and see how they
were going.
Then Eraring power station started to be built. It doesn’t stand
all that high above the ground, but there’s two stories below that,
underground. There I had to gather the concrete test samples and
take them in for testing. Sometimes it took half a day’s driving around
the place to find where they had put the samples! I’d bring them back
to be tested, and I had the power to say stop or go.
When they were doing the old part of the freeway, near Kangy Angy,
we supplied them with concrete as well. They were widening the
bridges there – you know the two bridges just past Kangy Angy –
that’s all Mitchell cement products in them. I was still on crutches. I
had an artificial leg but I never used to wear it much in those days. I’d
drive up, get out of the car, and ask them if they had their test samples
for me. “Oh, sure. They’re up there.” They’d say, pointing. Halfway up
the bridge, on the kerb of the road, the sample was sitting. They were
just smartarses. I had to go up there to get them, on crutches. When
I got back to the car a foreman came up to me and asked me what I
was doing. I told him I’d had to go up to collect the samples. He was
pissed off at what had happened, and swore it would never happen
again. I told him there were no hard feelings, and that was that. But
they used to try to test you, all the time. It was smartarses like them
that gave me my stubborn streak.

Back to the farm at Ourimbah
I mentioned earlier that before I went into the army I’d had some time
to spare and I had helped clean up Dad’s farm at Ourimbah and get
it back on its feet. When I came back from ‘Nam I spent a bit more
time clearing up the rest of the stuff. Take the front gate, for instance.
You know those old railway gates? Four by four square timbers on
the double railway gates at railway crossings? There used to be a rail
crossing at Niagara Park. You’d come off the freeway, onto the old
Pacific Highway, then down into Gosford past the metal yards. There’s
a station there now, but they’ve taken the road around it. This gate
was on a fence down there, unused any more. So I went home, got
the boat and trailer out, hooked a block and tackle and ropes up in the
trees, winched the boat up, put the trailer on the car, and went down
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On the farm after ‘Nam.
and got the gate home on the trailer. And now it’s the front gate of the
farm. We looked after it for years – big T-bars across the top and all
that. When you look at it closely you would never see a better made
gate. And it was sitting there doing nothing, and would have gone
rotten if I hadn’t given it a new home.. And it just so happened that the
gate was just the width of the driveway – about 16 ft wide.
When the bust-up happened with my first wife after I’d got back from
Vietnam – I didn’t meet Rhonda until I was out of hospital. I hadn’t
been back to the farm much for a while after that because I didn’t
need to and was on the piss and this and that. I didn’t go back to the
farm until Trent, our first child, came along. (Now, according to all the
doctors’ reports, and the semen reports and whatever, I was infertile.
Knowing this, when Rhonda told me she was pregnant I thought she
was joking!)
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Bruce and Rhonda get married at Ourimbah
At this stage I was still technically married to Robin, but we were
effectively separated. I was living in the house and Rhonda was still
going home every night. When Rhonda and I were away water skiing
Robin would come to the house and help herself to whatever she
wanted to set up her own place. When I found out that Trent was
on the way I went and told Rhonda’s mum and dad. Being a bit Old
School they weren’t all that thrilled, I don’t think. I said that, given the
developments, it would probably be best if Rhonda moved in with me,
which she did while we waited for Trent to be born. I wasn’t working
a lot at the time – I think I might have been with Mitchell’s Cement
Products – and we were going to the farm a lot. (Rhonda loved the
farm, unlike Robin, who was more of a city girl). I was working there a
lot putting fences back up and fixing this and that. I suppose I would
have spent about three years up there working on all this.
So we got married when Trent was about four months old, and we got
married on the farm. Rhonda’s mum and dad were country people,
and they were happy to help us get the farm all smicked up for the
wedding. We had a 24 acre paddock which was looking beautiful,
horses rolling around, a long driveway, farm sheds down the back,
and I built an arched bridge over the creek that was the place we were
actually married.

The service on the bridge that Bruce built
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The marriage was at the Ourimbah property in 1977
We were still sprucing the place up a week before the wedding – extra
paint on the fences, mowing the grass and clipping the edges and all
that. It really looked beautiful. Then, a week before the wedding we
had a big flood, which put paid to all our hard work. There were trees
down, dead vegetation in the fences, the grass was soggy and looked
rotten… So, it was “OK. Let’s get into it again!” and everybody began
cleaning everything up in time for the next weekend.
We always had pigs at that time. We’d buy them as piglets and grow
them up, and send them up to Wyong to be slaughtered, and they
provided us with bacon and pork. They were very very clean pigs.
So one part of the wedding feast was a full piglet – baked. We had
it baked in a baker’s oven and put on a big silver tray with all the
veggies and stuff arranged around it. This was a great success, and I
said that I’d go over to the house and bring back a bit more pork. By
the time I got back the rib cage of the piglet had been stripped to the
bones!
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Roy was Bruce’s padre from Vietnam
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Anyway, all the cousins came to the wedding. Dad’s box trailer had
two 18-gallon kegs with stems in it which he’d got from the pub. It
was a really good, old-style wedding. Most of Rhonda’s family came,
and my brother came across from Perth, and both our grandmothers
turned up. It was just a really good time.
I was still in contact with the padre that I’d hit it off with in Vietnam. He
used to send me a bulletin about his family doings every Christmas.
So I asked him if he would marry Rhonda and I, and I asked him to
also christen Trent. He was only too happy to perform the wedding
ceremony, but he apologized profusely because he was unable to
christen Trent outside the Church. He did all the registration and
everything and charged me nothing. I don’t know how he organized it
but on the day he had the marriage certificate with him, and gave it to
us as we signed the registry.
Rhonda and I stayed at the wedding all that day, and we came back
again the next day to help with the inevitable clean-up. We didn’t go
away for a honeymoon. I wasn’t all that sold on that sort of thing, and I
had things to do, so we just went and got straight on with our lives.
There’s two and a half years between Trent and David, and then nine
years between Trent and Christopher. Rhonda had gone on the pill for
some time, but she was only 21 while I was 27, and after a while she
felt like she wanted another baby, and so we had Christopher.

Dad breathes new life into the Ourimbah RSL
When I first came back from Vietnam, Dad was a member there, and
then after a few years he became president of the Bowling Club and
then President of the RSL, which was about to go into receivership.
Dad set about rejuvenating the place – he cut out all the freebies, he
sacked the Secretary/ Manager and the Secretary. He cut down the
free booze that could be drunk at Board meeting (often several hours
long), shortened the meetings and generally approached things as
though it were a business. (He did get complaints from some of the
wives that their men were getting home too early!) And so he pulled it
out of the red and within three years the club was back on its feet.
At that stage the club had only sixpence and one shilling machines,
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but Dad had been around clubs and reckoned that the two-bob
machines would make more money. He brought the rep in and told
him he wanted six two bob machines. At that time there was no
great tax on them and the profit was quite good, and they weren’t
all that dear. But this is how Dad worked, see? He told the Rep that
he wanted the machines on a 60-day free trial. The Rep reluctantly
agreed, and they went well, so Dad said he’d buy them. When the
Rep told him the price Dad wouldn’t agree to the deal and said he
wanted them cheaper because the machines were now second hand!
So he cut the price further and the machines were put in permanently.

A business goes down the gurgler
I worked for myself from 1983 to 1988. After I left Panic and Mccarthy
there was a bloke in the office called Ross Howard – he was the
architect. We got together and we started to build ourselves. We
built pole homes, passive solar homes… He was a very cluey boy,
but he was an architectural dropout. He didn’t like the strictness of
it. He was quite brilliant, and designed the covers for solar pools.
We worked together for about five or six years. But in the end we
both got to the stage where we’d had enough. At that stage we had
an overdraft of $270,000, I had a property up here on the hill at
Cooranbong – 16 acres on Babers Road, and he owned 200 acres
on the Great North Road, right next to the monastery there. His was
the last private holding on the Great North Road. It was called Frog
Hollow, and we put that up as security and we were travelling fine, you
know. $270,000 is nothing ‘cos we had well over a million dollars in
collateral.
The Commonwealth Bank started to get shaky and they were
beginning to worry because the 1988 downturn was coming, so they
called in their overdrafts. Our local bank manager at Wyong was
prepared to go in to bat for us, and he said that the whole thing stunk.
We had the work on the table, and we also had about a million dollars’
worth of earthquake work to do – after the Newcastle earthquake. We
also had three or four houses on the go and they were worth $250,000
- $350,000 each then. They were big passive solar houses. But the
bank still called in the overdrafts, and at one stage there the overdraft
costs were seventeen and a half percent. Things got heavy, and I was
starting to feel pretty crook. I went to see the doctor and he told
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me that I’d have to quit working because I’d had enough, and I was
stuffed. Ross was living high, and going to concerts and dinners by
this, but he had no money behind him. I had a part-pension, so I could
survive. Ross used to do the cheque books and I did the other side of
it. I asked him to let me have a look at the cheque books and I found
that there was about $25,000 plus – missing. When I pressed him
he admitted he’d borrowed some money to prop up his increasingly
spendthrift lifestyle, but when I asked him to put it back of course
he said he didn’t have it. Yet he’d gone on an expensive holiday to
South Australia over the Christmas and had brought about four or five
thousand dollars’ worth of wine back with him. So after finding that out
I just retired and walked off.
We wrangled with the bank for a couple of years over all that, and we
finally came to an agreement that they would take half of the debt from
my property and half from Ross’. They were to auction my property,
then Ross’, but I said to the bank that I wasn’t moving out unless they
stated clearly on the contract, because it was a legal partnership, that
it was a 50/50 deal and I was only up for about $150,000, and I knew I
could handle that.
That was all signed and sealed in Sydney, the whole lot, but in the
meantime my bank manager at Wyong had quit. He’d had enough,
and was gone. What ended up happening when the auction came
along was that they sold my property, but not Ross’, and to my
knowledge he still owns it today. They changed their mind, and I
couldn’t do a damned thing about it. And they answered any of my
questions with :”Sue me, then”. They couldn’t have cared less, and as
the bank manager at Wyong told me, the bloke I was dealing with was
the General Manager’s son. He was keen to make a good name for
himself and he didn’t care who he was hurting. I spoke to my solicitors
about it of course, but they just wished me good luck if I sued.
So I ended up footing the whole bill, which cost me the house, and
I was left with a bit of change that enabled me to get through. I took
$17,000 cash out of another account I had in Gosford and I brought it
home and hid it in a tin for two years.
By this time we had three kids. We left the Babers Road property
which was a shame, because it was a beautiful property – it had a
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house on it, a swimming pool, stables, the lot.
I was also helped by the fact that I hadn’t drawn on the loan I could
get from my war service, so I got $28,000 from that as well. We had
to rent for about 12 months till I could get things organized, but in the
end we were able to buy this place here, and now we’ve paid it off and
own the whole lot, lock, stock and barrel. So now, at last, we’re free.

Bruce was always keen to teach the children about horses.

Buying the current house and battling through
How we found this place… I was driving past it one day and saw a For
Sale sign on it. I rang Rhonda, and gave her the details of the place,
and asked her to see what she could find out about it and how much it
was. She rang me back to say that it was 70 years old and was priced
at $112,000. I told her to go and buy it. I hadn’t even looked inside it,
but I didn’t have to. It had a road frontage, a creek frontage, it’s a long
block, and the period it was built would tell me what it was like. So that
brought us to here.
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I’ve been working on and off since then. I rolled over to the TPI
pension then, and fought back from there, doing jobs here and there
and other bits and pieces. But I’ve been broke before. There’s nothing
I can’t fix. But I’ve built some really magnificent homes, too. But that’s
why I like this place. I’ve built magnificent grand homes and they’re
not worth two bob. They’re toys. They’re fancy. There’s nothing
“home” about them. In the Yarramalong Valley, up Lauffs Lane, we
did a place for John and Judy Stapleton – he’s the Wyong vet. It was
all cedar clad, and it was probably the first in the district to have an
environmental eco toilet system in it. We were the first to put one in.
There’s a place we built at Copacobana, years before that, and that
had a chimney made out of crushed sandstone pebbles. And glass
walls and louvres.
One of our first extensions we did was at Matcham, next to Mum
and Dad’s place in Holgate Road. It was a very old style house with
verandahs all round, two bedrooms and a magnificent bath. We
took the laundry out and made it into a big kitchen – all brush box,
with cedar double-hung windows. We took the gable out and put a
suspended mezzanine floor in and had it glazed in with square glass.
(The doors in our bedroom in this house came from there). It had a
big pitched roof, and we chopped in through the roof and put some
walls up, and he had his kitchen and his study up there. This is back
in 1984-85.
I also built a bridge at Matcham, using only a tractor.and my hands. I
built a lot of it on my knees. They pulled the old bridge down at Narara
and I got those bridge girders for the bridge from the side of the road.
I brought them home one at a time on my boat trailer. I used a block
and tackle and aerial slings to get them into place.
I also decided to put a swimming pool near the bridge. I wanted to
put a waterfall in, so I got two big rocks brought in and balanced them
nicely on top of each other. Two trucks brought three rocks, and we
had to get a crane to get them out and position them.
We won the Sun Herald HIA Award for Extensions, but we couldn’t go
to the presentation so we came second. If we’d gone we would’ve got
First.
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Another job we did had a back wall with three huge posts, and we
put a doorframe in it, and we very meticulously framed lots of random
pieces of coloured glass with timber. Then there was all flat stains and
different coloured glass, and it looked down over his garden and all his
tropical ponds. The overall effect was a bit like going into a church. To
my knowledge it’s still there today. That place was the very first to ever
bring in the concrete lawn. He’s got a grass driveway, but it’s concrete.
The concrete part has little depressions in it, and you put soil over the
top, and grass, and when you drive over it you don’t kill the grass. And
so you just mow it.
We put in a front gate with a post-and-rail gate and an automatic arm.
We had to change all the wiring in the arm and in the roller door, and
put a connection into his car so that when he drove up he just had
to push the button and in he goes. Back then this sort of stuff wasn’t
even thought of.
When I worked for Gosford Home Constructions we had a consulting
engineer named Appleyard, who actually bought the house in Hill
Street that Mark Edmonds, the tennis player had owned. When I
was growing up we lived just down the road from Mark. The guy who
was in it was an engineer, and I told him more about formwork and
concrete than he ever knew. And it was while I was with Gosford
Home Constructions that I built the first half of the West Gosford
shopping centre. I was in charge when that went up.
Gosford Stone, which is the garden centre on Manns Road – I worked
there for Kevin Humphries making good stone for gardens and stuff.
Right next to that was Superior Gyprock, and right on the corner
where the lights are at West Gosford there used to be a place called
Group Garages, and I worked there for twelve months for Frank
Hughes. He owned the whole corner.
After the war, when I met Rhonda, I needed to go and buy a ute for
the work I was doing. I went and bought a brand-new, Sandman V8
ute. An automatic. I bought the V8 because it would last longer and
have better resale value. Rhonda used to drive it around town all the
time, and it wasn’t till much later that she told me that she didn’t have
a licence!
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This is a bridge I built at the Matcham property
I’ve built bridges, I’ve built all sorts of structures. I go around all the
old homes today looking at the fretwork, looking at the carpentry,
looking at the doors. I used to love going through old demolition yards
and finding gems amongst all the rubbish and shit. When I look back
at how much I’ve done in my life, I can’t work out how I found the time
to do it all.
For quite a while there I was selling fruit and vegetables. I used to go
to Mangrove Mountain and places to get the freshest fruit that I could
find, and it always sold well. For two years I was operating out of the
place that used to be a service station just down here on Freemans
Drive on the way into Cooranbong. I’d have the truck there, and put a
tent up, and I’d sell out in three days. Then I’d pack up and go home.
A lot of my experience comes from trial and error and study. I couldn’t
begin to tell you how much study I’ve done, and how much I’ve learnt.
Earlier on I didn’t enjoy study as much, but I do now. I mean, I’ve got
books in there that you’d leave home for – engineering books and old
stuff. It’s an approach to things that I’ve had for years. All my life I’ve
pushed to be the best at whatever I am doing. Whatever it is that I’m
doing, I want to make sure that it’s right.
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Creative construction
When we moved to Cooranbong I spent a lot of time in the workshed,
when I wasn’t making improvements to the house. People say that
I have a creative flair with what I make, and I especially like working
with wood. Here are a few examples of some of the things that I’ve
made.
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This was a very heavy rocking horse that I made out of scrap.
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This is a floor that I laid for a Greek friend of mine. It was much bigger
than it looks here, and included three flights of stairs as well. The
boards changed direction 27 times. It took six complete slings of
timber to build his floor. It was all 3 inch tallowwood., secret nailed by
hand. The house was three stories and had 55,000 bricks in it.

Summing up
Strangely enough, when I lost my leg it didn’t bother me all that much.
I’d give the grog a bit of a caning from time to time – I’ve been pissed
a few times but I haven’t been paralytic. In a funny sort of way I
haven’t missed having the leg, even though of course I was dreadfully
inconvenienced by it. When I lost my leg my life changed dramatically
– it sort of put me into a sort of a cocoon, and I was limited in what I
could and couldn’t do. Yet I went back to waterskiing, I went back to
building boats, I went back to building houses, landscaping. I mean, I
built one house on my knees.
I have to say I missed the football – I missed that physical side of
things, and I missed the surfing. I also missed being able to play
cricket with the kids, or kick a football around with them. There are lots
of things that Rhonda would like to do with me, but I just physically
can’t do them any more. So I make sure that I give her a free rein to
go and do things with her friends that I can no longer do. She looks
after me, and I couldn’t ask for a better person to be looked after by..
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So you could say that my life has been strategically rearranged. I’ve
had to manufacture, invent and create a lifestyle for myself that takes
my disability into account – a lifestyle that I can handle.
About ten years ago I spent twelve months going to a psychiatrist in
Sydney once a month. He was Australia’s leading psychiatrist. I went
to see him because, in order to get my pension, I had to prove that
I was depressed. I know I have depression – I know I’m behind the
8-ball in that regard – I didn’t need someone to tell me that. Anyway,
two of my mates were going down, so we used to make it a trip. He
would see each of the three us one after the other, and by the time his
morning stint with us was over he used go home and take the rest of
the day off!
He used to be on the Board at Veterans’ Affairs, and he’d accessed
my file, and he said that he’d been waiting for me to come and see
him. He told me that from what I’d been through, I was bound to crack
up sooner or later. I told him I’d guarantee that I wouldn’t, and that I
didn’t think he could help me because he had never been to Vietnam,
or seen action, and that he no idea what it had been like. I kept going
to see him for about twelve months, but he didn’t do much for me, and
in the end I used to go mainly for the trip and the lunch with my mates.
It was an absolute waste of time as far as I’m concerned. My mates
seemed to think that he was able to help them a bit though, but they
weren’t as self-reliant as I was. I was trying to pick myself up from Day
One. Everyone then had said I wouldn’t make it, but I was determined
that I would. The fact that I survived, and went on to last as long as I
have, was pretty nearly a bloody miracle. Nobody thought that I would.
There was a nurse that I got to know when I was in the hospital. I
haven’t seen him since 1970. He came up to see me about four years
ago, and he just looked at me and said: “I don’t believe it! I thought
you’d be well and truly dead.”
Whatever your circumstances in life, I believe that it’s up to you
to make your own future. You have no choice. I reckon I survived
through what I’d learned from my studies, from my training and by
striving from the year dot. No one wants to employ you when you’ve
only got one leg, so I had to find a way to exist for myself that took my
circumstances into account.
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You don’t have to believe everything you’re told, you know. I’ve
waterskied frontwards and backwards, on one foot and barefoot. They
told me that I would never have kids, and I’ve got three beautiful kids.
They told me when I got back from ‘Nam that I wouldn’t make 35, then
they said there’s definitely no way I’d make 50. When I lost the house I
had a cousin who said that I was too old to ever get back into my own
house again. I’ve proved ‘em wrong in lots of ways.
People say to me that I don’t seem to be bitter about having spent so
much of my life with only one leg. But there are some days when it just
drives me mad, so I do have my bad days, but as far I’m concerned
I just have to get over it – wait it out, sort of thing. I mean, like any
marriage, life’s not always a bed of roses at home, and we have the
odd argument, but you’ve just got to get on with it, you know. You just
have to push yourself till you get things done. The way I see it, you
have no other choice.
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Rhonda’s Perspective
Bruce has already told you how we met, and how he tried to get
me tickets for a show and couldn’t. So we went (together with half
the pub) to his place to watch the show on a big TV that Bruce had
just bought. That’s where it all started, and after that we just started
doing stuff together. I’d have to say that back then Bruce was a pretty
big party boy. I met him a matter of months after his marriage broke
down, and he was out partying a lot. I imagine he was busy mending
a broken heart and a bruised ego. I gather that it was pretty awful for
him.

Rhonda about the time she met Bruce
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But we had a lot of
fun – especially water
skiing and speedboat
racing. I really liked
that part of it – it was
good fun. I didn’t
like being told that
someone else was
going to sit in my seat
and be the observer.
I sort of felt it was
exclusively for me,
and I just loved being
there when Bruce
was driving the boat. I
suppose that went on
for about 18 months
– until I realized that
I was pregnant with
Trent, and everyone
thought the jolting
and bumping that you

get subjected to when you’re doing high-speed boat racing probably
wasn’t good for my pregnant condition. I was very sorry to have to give
it up.
After that we started getting into horses, because his Mum and
Dad had a beautiful farm at Ourimbah, and for a while we were torn
between horses and farm stuff, and family, and going out in the boat.
We ended up giving the boat the flick, and we started having a life
where Bruce was doing stuff for his Mum and Dad on their farm. It was
25 acres – a beautiful place – and it was a lovely place to be. We’d
sort horses, cows, pigs, fix fences or just sit around and have a great
family day. It was always fun.
His disability didn’t bother me. I think this was because he was so agile
then, and younger and fitter. He was more capable of getting around
then than is the case now, and it just didn’t seem to be all that much of
a problem. Obviously life was more difficult for him than it would have
been for other people, but he was good at getting around and doing
stuff. Goodness me, when I think of all the houses he was building
then, it was unbelievable! To watch him walking on rafters, either with
his artificial leg or with crutches, was very scary. I mean, people with
two legs have difficulty doing that. I didn’t want to watch him doing any
of that sort of stuff.
His Mum and Dad ended up selling the Ourimbah property and moving
to Holgate, which was a neighbouring suburb to us, and by that stage
Bruce and I had moved out to Matcham – we had four acres out there.
Bruce was still fencing and doing things for his father, and working on
our place as well, and that’s what we did all day – it was work work
work.
I was pulling out tree stumps with a tractor with a chain wrapped
around – you know, big privets, and Bruce had me on the tractor at
Ourimbah when I was eight months pregnant, with all that jerking
backwards and forwards.
Two and a half years after Trent was born David, our second son,
came along. We were living at Matcham then. Then there was about
six years between David and Christopher, our third. See, in between
times Bruce’s father passed away, and that left a massive hole in
everybody’s life. Any thoughts Bruce and I might have had about
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having another child all went by the wayside because of Bruce’s mum
needing lots of help to cope. Bruce’s dad was just one of God’s gifts
to mankind, you know. Eventually Bruce’s mother wanted to sell up, to
be closer to her sister in Jesmond, so she moved up there. Keeping
Mum occupied and busy was probably a big thing for me. She was
a wonderful mother-in-law. I was so lucky really, because my in-laws
were such beautiful people. I loved ‘em to bits.
So Bruce and I ended up with three sons, and these days we have
five grandchildren by our boys, and five stepgrandchildren. Trent, our
eldest, married Cindy, and Cindy had four children of her own who are
now grown up, and they have since had another one – that’s Rhylee.
David and Sarah have had two boys, Bodie (10) and Rory (6), and
Christopher’s partner Kara had already had one little one, Hallie, who
was about 18 months old when we met her. And since then they’ve
had two more of their own, Alleah and Nallah. It’s the best job in the
world being Nan-nan to these little munchkins. You couldn’t have given
me a better job. They’re the loves of our lives, and Bruce and I are
very blessed with all our grandchildren and stepgrandchildren. The
four eldest ones are beautiful children. They were brought up basically
by their mum, and she’s done a wonderful job. So we’re very lucky to
have such lovely people in our family.
There are lots of things that Bruce and I would like to do together,
but he just physically can’t. These days we can’t even go for a walk
together. We went to The Haven at Terrigal one day when we used to
live close to there. Bruce used to wear long wetsuit pants to cover up
his injuries, and one day he went down to the water to swim and this
elderly lady just stared and stared at him, and when I asked her if she
was OK she was very rude to me. This upset Bruce so much that from
that time on he wouldn’t go to the beach for a swim again. In shopping
centres small children would remark to their mothers about Bruce’s
leg, and so Bruce wasn’t keen on going to shopping centres again
after that. We were in a lift one day and the lift probably had about 15
people it when we got in. Bruce was on his crutches, and a little boy
standing behind us said to his mother :”Mum, why had that man only
got one leg?” There was silence in the lift amongst all these people,
and Bruce turned around to him and said:” It’s because I used to ask
too many questions and got it caught in a lift one day”. Everyone in the
lift burst out laughing. The mother was a bit embarrassed, but Bruce
had said it just to ease the tension.
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Rhonda with the grandchildren
We used to go to horse shows and to the races with the horses, as
one of them was a racehorse. We had a lot of fun. I suppose we’ve
spent a lot of money on speedboats and horses and heaven knows
what, you know, but if we had our time over again perhaps we wouldn’t
have bought and sold quite so many horses.
The kids had a lovely life on the farm at Matcham. They could go
where they pleased around the property, and they used to have a ball.
They had a lovely upbringing there, and then we moved up to Babers
Rd in Cooranbong in 1989. It was bigger than Matcham – 16 acres –
and the boys had a great time there, too. My Dad died just before we
left Matcham – another one of God’s gifts to society passed away –
and he was one of Bruce’s best mates at the time. He died on Bruce’s
40th birthday, as it turned out. We had to move from Babers Rd after
about 18 months because the business Bruce was in folded over all
that business with the bank and his partner.
But to get back to Bruce. He is a very very clever man, and he’s got
a fascinating brain. He’s a great thinker. But he likes to have things
done his way, because he thinks that his way is always the best way,
(laughs) which can cause us to butt heads a bit. To the three boys
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Rhonda and the three boys
he’s a real hero, mainly because of what he has done in his life since
Vietnam, which has been absolutely astonishing. I don’t think anyone
except the three boys (and me) have any idea how much he’s done
and how difficult it has been for him – you know, the houses that he
has built, running the farms that we’ve lived on, the houses that he’s
renovated and all that – we’re the only ones who know and have been
through it with him. Bruce was always striving to make things better
for all of us. The boys have learned a lot from him, and they still ring
him up and ask him the best way to do things, and Bruce loves it when
they do that. Because his body is giving up he loves using his brain.
He doesn’t do as much physical work these days as he used to, but he
loves being with the boys on jobs so they can pick his brains. He still
feels useful, which is important.
And an important thing he has taught the boys is that when you deal
with a lot of pain you don’t whinge about it. When I had my broken leg
I was feeling sorry for myself and having a whinge about it, and Bruce
said to me: “Rhonda, I used to whinge about only having one leg till I
saw a man with none”. See, Bruce is in pain all the time. It never lets
up.
I look on him as a hero, too, of course. I admire him for all that he has
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Bruce was always keen to teach the kids about the farm
done. People that know him and know his story, I think they can’t help
but admire what he’s achieved and what he’s done. But nobody has
the depth of knowledge about him and his story as the three boys and
I do. Bruce can be a difficult customer to live with at times, but we all
have our quirky little moments. I think anger figures in Bruce’s life a
lot because of his situation. He gets angry because he’s in pain and
he can’t do what he wants to do. It’s like an undercurrent that’s there
all the time, and he has been diagnosed with clinical depression, but
we don’t do anything about it because he won’t take any drugs – and I
wouldn’t want him to. We’ve learned to live with him the way he is, and
I wouldn’t say it’s bad – I’ve got used to his attitude, and if it looks like
he’s going to have a really angry day, I just go out somewhere. We get
through it, as you do.
I wouldn’t change my family for anything, and as the family grows
it’s great to see. Mind you, we’ve been told that there are no more
little munchkins to come, so we’ll have to look forward to great
grandchildren now.
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APPENDIX ONE
More about Tunnel Rats
The Vietnam Tunnel Rats Association have a quarterly publication
called Holdfast Magazine.* It is the “go to” publication for anything you
might want to know about Australian Tunnel Rats . The website
http://tunnelrats.com.au/ has this to say about them:
The Vietnam Tunnel Rats are the men who served in the Engineer
Field Troops in Vietnam (3 Field Troop and 1, 2 and 3 Troop of 1
Field Squadron, Royal Australian Engineers).
We believe our total number is somewhere around 700. For the bulk
of the war there were three Troops, each of around 40 men, a total of
120 Tunnel Rats in Vietnam per year, for around five years, making
600, plus the first year when 3 Field Troop alone was there, with
about 70 men.
Over the years there have been many “wannabes” and pretenders to
the title “Tunnel Rat”, but it is only the men who served in those Field
Troops who can carry that title. These are the men who went bush
with the Amoured Corp and Infantry, staying out bush for four to six
weeks, operating as Infanteers plus carrying out our specialist duties
of mine and booby trap detection and clearing, tunnel and bunker
searching and demolition, plus bomb disposal.
Apart from those few “lucky enough” to come across extensive
enemy tunnel complexes, every member of the Field Troops would
have gone underground to search, clear and destroy enemy bunker

*Written and edited by Jim Marett and published by the Vietnam Tunnel Rats
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Mobile: 0403 041 962 tunnelrats.vietnam@gmail.com/ www.tunnelrats.com.au.
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systems (often with bunkers inter-connected by small tunnels). It was
not unusual to blow up over 100 enemy bunkers in a single operation.
The former members of the Engineer Field Troops are proud of their
role in Vietnam and protective of the title “Tunnel Rat”, not only for
themselves but also for their comrades who were killed or wounded in
action.
Our newsletter “Holdfast” has generated an exceptional amount of
positive response and has reminded many of us of exactly what we did
in Vietnam and how extraordinary that was. This in turn has restored
the pride we deserve to have in the job we carried out all those years
ago. There are links on this website to all copies of our newsletter
“Holdfast”.
If you put “Vietnam Tunnel Rats” into Google you’ll get heaps of stuff,
although a lot will be from a US perspective. One in particular that
I found useful and comprehensive was by Georgy_K_Zhukov on
Reddit, and although its focus is American, I have reproduced it here
because of its relevance.
“The life of the tunnel rat was not to be envied, unless you are the
most committed of adrenaline junkies and have a death wish. The
tunnel systems could often be huge and would be filled with all kinds of
tricks and traps, not to mention people trying to kill you. While tracking
down specific statistics on fatality rates among the Tunnel Rats is
not easy, it is not a stretch to venture that they had one of the most
dangerous jobs you could undertake as a soldier in Vietnam.
The underlying nature of the role created very particular requirements
for who would be a Rat. Although early on, the role was not too
well organized and simply fell on who volunteered out of the unit’s
engineers, as it became a more specialized role in the late 1960s,
small cadres, such as the “Dirty Thirteen” of 1st Infantry Division,
formed to handle tunnel exploration permanently and with specialized
focus. It almost goes without saying that, given the danger inherent
in this, you had to volunteer to join the Rats, although the officers in
charge would often identify potential members and try to recruit them
to the unit. Drawn almost exclusively from NCOs (in some cases
officers went in, but generally a Lt. might command the unit but was
not allowed in the tunnel), the men were expected to have exceptional
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self-discipline, and quite often are described as quiet, loner types
when back on base. They weren’t the type to be getting rowdy in bars
or visiting houses of ill-repute in their off time. Even the most minor
breaking of military law would usually result in being kicked out and
returned to a regular unit. Physical requirements were strict as well,
as the small confines of the tunnel system meant that Rats had to be
small (less than five and half feet on average) and the nature of the job
of course required nerves of steel.
As noted, the Rats kept to themselves, and maybe would enjoy
very minor perks as part of a de facto specialized unit, but generally
speaking, the benefits they earned were personal. Many were,
as I said, essentially adrenaline junkies, and were looking for that
dangerous experience. The challenge of their role was the reward,
proving not only to others, but also to themselves that they ‘had
what it takes’. They definitely took pride in doing what they did, and
many were the type who would ‘reup’ for additional tours. The best
known Rats were known even to the Vietnamese, and could have a
hefty bounty on their head. Sgt. Robert “Batman” Batten, considered
perhaps the best of the best, had the ‘honor’ of being the only NCO to
grace the “Ten Most Wanted” list posted by the VC, which otherwise
was mostly Generals.
Training was haphazard. As noted, early on there wasn’t anything you
could even call a specialized Tunnel Rat, and everything was learned
on the job. As men gained more experience, informal “schools” were
set up for the new rats, with small, fake tunnels constructed on base to
practice in. As the ‘profession’ became more established, an aspiring
rat would spend weeks learning the tricks of the trade, and in the field,
spend their first missions above ground as the support team.
Going into the tunnel, what your situation is depends highly on when
and where. Early on, teams of two – or even a lone soldier – might be
going into a tunnel. Later on, when tunnel exploration teams became
more sophisticated, some – especially the “Dirty Thirteen” – would
often be in a team of three, and multiple groups would be used to clear
especially large complexes. Often a line would be tied in the hope that
if SHTF, the soldier(s) could be dragged out. The Rat might have a
radio, but once you get deep in the tunnel complex, the chance of it
working was remote, and as such, many Rats preferred not to bother
with the extra accoutrements. Even if it did work though, it isn’t like
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the cavalry will roll in thirty seconds later. The typical Rat would have
nothing more than a bayonet, flashlight (usually red, both to lessen
strain on night vision, and also as a FOF signal as they believed the
VC lacked red flashlights), and a handgun. The handgun was really
a last resort though. In the dark, confined space, fire one shot, and
you’ll be blinded for a few minutes and deaf for the next few hours.
Generally armed with a revolver, a Rat would never fire more than
three shots in an encounter so ensure a reserve. Fire more, and the
VC would know you’re almost out.
In the tunnel, the first thing that the Rat would have to be aware of
is the very architecture of it. Twists, turns, deadends, and of course
traps, were all ways which a Rat could become disoriented or killed in
the pitch black interior. One of the more basic traps were water seals,
or water locks, meant to protect the tunnel from being gassed – similar
to how a toilet works - as well as disorient any Tunnel Rats attempting
to make their way in. Essentially, it would be a downward U-Bend in
a tunnel filled with water. To pass through it you needed to submerge
and swim through the pitch black water, hoping that you could make
it to the other side and get out before you drowned. Sometimes the
door on the other end would be locked. Or it would be a false tunnel.
Or there would be branches to confuse a soldier who didn’t know it by
heart. Hopefully you had a line attached to you, and you could trace
it back, or get pulled out, but I don’t think that anyone reading this
quite enjoys the prospect of drowning in the pitch black water. Other
popular ways to hurt an incautious explorer would be spike pits, tripwire grenades, or claymores (usually American made). Making use of
natural defenses, such as nests of fire ants, were not unheard of too.
And of course, there was also the Viet Cong themselves. For dealing
with “Charlie”, the best handgun for the job was pretty debated by the
Tunnel Rats. Obviously the louder and flashier the gun is, the worse it
is, and in a small space, size was also a major factor. The M1911 was
used by many simply because it was available, but many Rats hated
them, and would take just about anything else if available. Silencers
were a hotly debated topic. Some Rats loved them, as they could
significantly help with the issue of sound, but others considered the
trade off in length not worth it in the confined space. The Hi-Standard
HDM, a .22 with integrated silencer, was one of the more popular
weapons for those who preferred a suppressed weapon. Captured
Soviet-bloc handguns were popular for this reason, as something like
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the Nagant revolver was pretty weak compared to the big Colt .45. A
few would carry stubby shotguns, to be used in SHTF situations. Rats
would have their families send them revolvers from home. The Army’s
Limited War Laboratory made several attempts at developing a special
revolver for the Rats, first with a very ineffective silenced .38 Revolver,
and later with a modified S+W .44 known as the QSPR. It had mixed
popularity.
On the plus side, it could take a suppressor that actually worked
(suppressors on revolvers are rarely effective), with sound comparable
to a .22 and almost no flash to boot, which was a huge boon for the
Rats, and even with the Suppressor, the length wasn’t out of whack for
the confined tunnel systems. Early attempts used what was essentially
a shotgun shell though, the thinking being that it would increase the
chances of hitting the target, and maybe even more than one, but tests
were negative on this, as it ended up just being exceptionally under
powered. Back to the drawing board, and a new, frangible ammo was
implemented, which was much more popular. It never gained traction
due to a variety of reasons though. There were concerns that the
new ammo was actually illegal under the Rules of War, and many
of the Rats, by now seasoned veterans stuck in their ways, were
simply unwilling to give it a try, the reputation already ruined by the
demonstrations they had seen with the original ammunition.
So anyways, to recap… Imagine yourself, in the pitch dark with no
idea where you are going, armed with a single handgun that you don’t
want to use, lugging a bunch of explosives on your back. Maybe you
are alone, maybe you have a buddy but it is so dark that you can’t
even see him five feet behind you. You have to move at a crawl,
probing every inch in front of you for booby-traps, while indeterminate
number of enemies, who may outnumber you 100 to 1 for all you
know, lie in wait somewhere ahead of you -- or behind you, since you
may have missed a hidden door. That’s the life of a tunnel rat.”
For further reading, I would recommend The Tunnels of Ci Chi which
is one of the very few books to cover this topic with real depth, as well
as Viet Cong and NVA Tunnels and Fortifications of the Vietnam
War and Tunnel Rat in Vietnam, both from Osprey Publishing. The
latter two are more cursory overviews, but both drawn heavily from
“Tunnels of Cu Chi” if you’re looking for briefer introductory pieces.
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